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FORWARD

The emergence of the union on college campuses
has raised serious concerns over the issue of
governance and the erosion of management rights.
Questions have been raised as to whether collective
bargaining on the campus can co-exist with the more
traditional governance models that have normally
been associated with academe. While a =at-deal
of discussion has been aenerated over th, ___pact of
collective bargainim_ on governance limited
research exists in the area.

Professor Chandler and Dr. Julius have broken
new ground with Faculty vs. Administration: Rights
Issues in Academic 7011ctive Bargainiaa to the
nature and zonsequence of sharing authority after
collective 'Dargaining is initiated. Their study
concentrates on seven areas which'Are of:en at the
center of "power struggles in organized schools."
These issues which include long-range planning,
retrenchment, promotion, appointment, non-renewal,
tenure and management rights have all been analyzed
based on a series of collective bargaining
agreements, selected variables, and correlated
scaling methods.

Of all the issues studied, the one focusing
on the erosion and/or penetration of managerial
rights is perhaps the most significant. Issues
such as, the development of predictors for
penetration, comparison of various bargaining
agents and their concerns in the management rights
area, as well as various labor and management
strategies with respect to the sharing of authority
are discussed.

The Chandler-Julius scaling methods present
for the first time, a statistical analysis of
faculty agent penetration of management functions
in both the two and four-year organized colleges.,,
Those concerned with dual governance will find the
data presented in this study to be of value.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTIC:.

This monograph deals" with the sharing of

authority after collective bargaining is initiated
in institutions of higher education. We will be
focusing on the issues for which administration-
faculty association decision sharing has proved
difficult, the issues ever which rights questions
have been raised. Our research examines seven
crucial areas which are at the center of power
struggles in organized schools; long range
planning, retrenchment, promotion, appointment,
nonrenewal, temure and the issue _ of management
rights.

We conduce: a comprehe7sive anall-3is of
higher education collective bargaining ccutracts.
Sixty-three contracts of four-year institutions and
one-hundred and forty-two agreements of two-year
colleges were examined. The scaling method we
developed to assess these contracts is described in
Appendix B. Our sam,Ile accounts for two-thirds of
all the contracts negotiated i.71 American colleges
and universities as of July, 1979.1 We also
interviewed the parties to a selected number of
collective bargaining relationships in order to

-check and supp1.2ment the conclusions derived from
the contract analysis.

Although a voluminous, body of lit'rature is

devoted to the consequences of academic unionism,
few studies include an in-depth examination of
negotiated bargaining agreements. Instead, many
studies of faculty collective bargaining are based
on attitudinal surveys, which while interesting in
themselves often do not seive to predict behavior.
If attitudes are often a poor predictor of behavior,
one also must recognize that contract language may
net mirror actual events and behavior. The partied
may ignore ol misinerpret a given clause. however,
it still stands as part- of the agreement. The
parties bargained over it. They debated its
wording, placed it in the contract with the under-
standing that both of them would abide- by it. If a

1



. dispute arises.

ideterminations

Our first
which faculty ass:
management funcE.:
bargaining., C -7

administrators
the agreement?

A second a

academic unions
As 'professional_

-ording becomes critical in the
itrators and judges.

was to assess the extent to

ations have penetrated certain
or rights through collective
21v, to what extent have
-pelling out their rights in

!o determine the impact of
:reditional "faculty rights".
faculty also has a managerial

role, e.g., _tandards for performance and
evaluating perf=_:_e. As union members what are
they doing _aeir traditional professional
rights? , Are t -__acing them in the contract or
trading them of other items?

Finally, -Dught to develop predictors of
the extent of faculty association penetration into
management areas. We tested.a number of demographic
and institutional variables: size, region; affilia-
tion, institutimel type and bargaining agent, to
determine if these factors were associated with
stronger or we_,Er faculty voice.

The phenczenon we are studying is of growing
importance. Eetore 1966 there were almost no col-
lective barga:ning contracts in higher education.
This is no louger true. At least one of every four
professors and professional staff members, approx-
imately 120,000 persons, have joined unions. Two-
thirds of them work in four year institutions, of
which 30 per cent are organized. For the ti4o year
sector the figure is nearly 50 per cent.

The Management Rights Controversy

Despite the pervasive belief, that collective
bargaining in higher education is a unique pheno-
menon, the response of college and university
administrators and the milieux in which rights
issues have surfaced is similar to that- fo.,..nd in
the industrial sector. "We gave away the shop
during the first round of negotiations" remarked a

vice-president of a private university in the

2
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Washington D.C. area. Faculty inion members are

"out for themselves" and "interested only in their._
own self- aggrandizement" notes an administrator
from a public university in the midwest.

Edward P. Kelley, Jr. and Frank Gerry, Director
and Associate Director of ACBIS (Academic Collective
Bargaining Information Service)- tell readers of the
Fandbook of Faculty Bargaining that'the goal of
academic unionism is "tn2give away ais little as
possible and keep as much as possible". They also
comment, "In essence, 'the matter of management
rights in higher education relates directly to the
heart c-f the educational mission through reserva-
tion of institutional direction and control of

resources."2 They exhort administrators to incor-
porate strong management rights language into the
contract, including a proteccive preamble and a
zipper clause, in order to provide useful guideposts
to arbitrators, courts and labor boards and to pre-
vent. expansion of the agreement.

Whenever administrators in colleges and univer-
sities examine their, decision-making task load, the,
management rights issue emerges. Almost all
maintain that in the interest of ,effedtive and
efficient management some decisions must not be
shad with the faculty or its , bargaining
representative. If sharing takes place,
administratora feel the process will change for the
worse because. inappropriate pressures,
considerations and criteria will be introduced.
Evidence suggests that academic management believes
that contractual commitments with faculty unions
will serve to freeze the administration's capacity
to adapt to changing fiscal environments or to
influence key decisions on tenure, promotion,
appointment and nonrenewal.

Collective Bargaining And The Issue '/

Of Faculty Rights

Another strongly held but untested belief
concerns the extent to which contracts are
incorporating traditional faculty rights. Some
have asked if faculty associations will not cast

3
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merit precepts into the wind in favor of the union
movement's job security provisions based on
seniority principles. Other questions relate to
the degree to which faculty unions will attempt to
maintain stringent scholarly controls over the
tenure, promotion, appointment and nonrenewal
processes. This concern was reflected in our
interview responses. "Many of the values
associated with professionalism are antithetical to
those associated withcunion membership," remarked
an administrator from a private university in the
middle Atlantic states.' ."Collective bargaining
changes the ground rules for personnel decision-
making. The faculty can't have it both ways" noted
an administrator of the California-State Colleges
and University system. One of the final conclu7
sions of an often quoted book on academic unIpns
states: "most disturbingly, unionism challenges one
of the most cherished principles of the academic
profession--merit judgments based on peer
evaluation."3

For their part, faculty union leaders assert
that it is they, not trustees or administrators,
who seek to uphold academic standards. They argue
that faculty unions want performance criteria
established in the contract in addition to
provisions for consistent application of procedures
for interpreting evidence relative to these
criteria.4 "Faculty members want the individuals
being evaluated to have an understanding of the
evaluation process. Professorial unions seek to
make faculty, participation a formal part of the
governance process," stated a chief negotiator of a
major faculty association.

This research will shed light on the validity
of the assumptions and beliefs which underlie the
management rights controversy in academia.

In many ways, collective bargaining in higher
education appears to parallel the, experience with
craft unions in the industrial sector (electriciani,
plumbers, tool and die makers). Craft groups, like
college professors have always possessed a set of
property rights e.g., duties, particular skills,

4
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ethics, and work rules. When craft unions engage
in conflict with management, both groups claim

areas of mutual decision-making authority.
Bargaining between these two constituencies cannot
appropriately be characterized as an assault upon
property rights held exclusively by one of the

parties, usually the employer. Instead, employee

and employer have been forced to probe the problem
of defining the boundary lines between each group's
"invaded" territory and remaining rights
preErves.5 As a matter of fact, craft unions
often feel that they should be the decision-makers
in the bargaining relationship. They do not exi_ect

to be challenged-by management because they have
"already negotiated the result within their own
group." We will use our contract data analysis to
test the appropriateness of the craft model when
applied to faculty bargaining.

Predictors Of The Extent Of
AssociatiOn Influence

One source of widespread disagreement concerns
the influence of demographic and institutional
variables on the nature of the bargaining
relationship. For instance, it is commonly
believed that faculties in prestigious schools are
not likely to be involved with unions. Ladd and
Lipset note that collective bargaining is a

phenomenon of the two-year sector. They say that
the major centers of research and scholarship will
never usher in bargaining agents, and they feel

that where scholarly prestige, financial resources \i
and economic benefits are low, faculty memters are
more favorable toward unionization.6 Yet the
majority of unionized faculties work in public
four -year colleges. Moreover, organized private.

four-year schools outnumber private two-year
schools by a ratio of 4:1.7 In states with
enabling public sector legislation, faculties in
the larger more piestigious public universities, in
addition to virtually all of the two-year public
colleges, are engaged in collective bargaining.
This is particularly true in states such as New
York, Pennsylvania, New Jersey, Massachusetts,
Michigan and, recently, California.8

5
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The propensity of public institutions to be
involved with collective bargaining naturally leads
one to inquire about the impact of other
demographic and institutional variables on union
influence in academe. One can speculate that
factors such as institutional size, measured by
faculty size and enrollment, and geographic region,

,

may be reliable predictors of the extent of
association influence in the bargaining
relationship. In addition, the identity of the
bargaining agent has often been regarded as a
crucial determinant of bargaining gains.9 Union
leaders stress that great differences exist between
the three national faculty associationc. The AFT,
for example, has been pictured as a militant
organization, a core group in the national labor
movement. The AAUP is viewed by many as a
professional association promoting a collegial
rather than an adversarial motif in relations with
the administration. The largest of the three, the
NEA, is often equated with secondary education and
is viewed as an organization with great resources
and hence with great political clout.

Do the different agents actually obtain
different bargaining results? If so, how do these
results differ? Before this research, there was no
comparative analysis of a significant number of
higher education contracts that could yield conclu-
sions,concerning the relationship of any of these
potential predictive factors to the extent of
association influence.
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CHAPTER

A HISTORICAL PERSPEC:IVE ON THE
RIGHTS QUESTION

Historically both facult es and administrators
in four-year colleges have claime a number of
similar obligations, dut es and functions.
Decision-making jurisdictions have never been
clearly defined. (The 1,?o-year college has had a
different history in which the administration
dominated and rights issues were always more
clear-cut.)

The ambiguity in decision-making jurisdictions
is illustrated by the earliest treatises on
academic governance.

In one of the first books on university
administration, written at the turn of the century,
Charles W. Eliot, an early president of Harvard,
stated that faculty rights include the obligation
to discern, recommend and carry out the educational
policies of the institution. He wrote:

"As good a definition as exists of the
functions of a faculty is to be found in
the statutes of Haryard University,
Section VI, in which it is stated that
each of the schools of the University is
"under the immediate charge of the
faculty."1

In his discussion of the university president,
however, Eliot advises the reader of the
universality of the president's supervision. Once
again, Eliot cites a Harvard statute:

..that it is the duty of the president to
'aireet'Nthe official correspondence of the
universfty, and wants of the whole
institution, and to exercise a general
superintendence over all its concerns.2

arvard University statutes on

gover gh s were vague, so were those ofa

ven 'as

nce ri
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other universities. Throughout :he past century,
the definitionof administrative and faculty rights
was seldom clarified'. In fact. although president;:
regularly argued that adherenrf to proper doctrinal
orthodoxies or cultural lifesty.es determined one's
fitness for office, they also acknowledged that the
management of the college re_,:s with the faculty.
"All that makes up the d-_ly routine of the
college," 'wrote Charles F Thwing, an early
president of Case Western Re 3-rye, "represents the
faculty's constant and immediate
responsiblility."3 A close reading of much of
the early literature on university administration
reveals that both faculty and administration were
held responsible for the management of the college.

Conflict over the decision-making authority of
faculty .and administration shook the higher
education community during the early years of the
twentieth century. A number of forces can be
identified which compelled both faculty and
administration to confront rights questions for the
first time. These forces were interconnected.
Each stimulated a variety of actions and reactions.

The first stimulus for rights confrontation
was a result of the transformation of American
society during the late nineteenth century. , At
this time, a number of events external to the
academy caused vast internal modifications in
colleges and universities. In brief, these
developments were: the accumulation, and
consolidation of wealth, which opened higher
education to large numbers of students, the
concomitant replacement of clergymen with
industrialists on the governing boards of academic
institutions, and the promotion of federal
educational legislation.'

A second major development, and one that
stimulated faculty members and administrators to

probe the limits of their authority, was a. newly
emerging sense of professionalism in institutions
of highei education. The ideal of the German
University, the heightened stature of intellect,
and the triumph of research and utilitarian



orientations over those .of liberal culture fostered
an occupational consciousness in professor and
president alike. Journals such as Harper's,
Science, Popular Science Monthly, Nation, Atlantic
Monthly, Literary Digest and the Forum regularly
carried articles by professors on the topics of
academic freedom, the threat of administrative
dominance in higher education and the
democratization of university governance.

The third catalyst was the impact of
"functional management on colleges and
universities." Linked to the ideology of Frederick
Taylor, the founder of Scientific Management, the
promulgation of new efficiency concepts evoked
sharp reactions from the professoriate. Higher
education administrators, like their secondary
school counterparts, became enamored of the ideas
championed by efficiency experts. The utilization
of these concepts, particularly by governing
boards, coincided with their inclination to treat
institutions of higher education as business
corporations.4

Finally, reactions to outstanding academic
freedom cases forced the professoriate to
acknowledge that their rights, both in an
intellectual and institutional sense, were
exceedingly fragile. Trials such as those
involving Edward A. Ross of Stanford, Richard T.
Ely of Wisconsin and Edward N. Bemis of Chicago
raised issues about the status of university
faculty members in 'American society. These trials
galvanized faculty debates on the need for
professional associations to serve as safeguards
against anti-intellectual onslaughts. Above all,
these events helped crystallize negative
professorial views of university administrators.5

In the period following the chaotic years of
the early twentieth century, American higher
education underwent a subtle transformation.
Institutional rather than intellectual factors
determined educational development. During this
era concern for structure gained such strength in
American universities that it threatened to eclipse

11
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intellectual ideals. Columbia, Chicago and Harvard
became elaborately layered organizations.
Philosopher William James believed that these
scrupulously organized "machines" risked
"overwhelming the lives of men whose interest is
more in learning than administration."6

It was clear, to the college presidents of

that age and to the historians of the present, that
colleges and universities had embarked upon an
organizational life of their own. The literature
of the 1890's and 1900's reveals a growing sense
that structural variables--institutional size,
affiliation (public, private), and geographic
region--assumed a larger significance. Presidents
Daniel C. Gilman, of Johns Hopkins, Eliot and
Thwing identified three types of American colleges:
church-related, state-supported and an amalgam of
the first two that depended on private individuals
and the community for support. 7 Similarly, 'both
Eliot and Thwing attributed particular
characteristics to groups of institutions in the
northeast as opposed to those in the west.
Professor J. McKeen Cattell of Columbia University,
in the first major study of university control
noted similarities and differences in opinion in
schoOls of varying size, region, affiliation and
mission.8

There were many challenges to the emerging
university system. In April, 1906, Professor
Joseph Jastrow, of the University of Wisconsin,
published an article, "The Adminis;:rative Peril in
Education." "The system," wrote the author,
"provokes

unrest, uncertainty, distrust; it removes
harmony, corporate pride, professional
independence."9 Cattell, in his review of the
question of university control in Science, reported
on answers received from three hundred letters sent
to leading men of science. The results of this
questionnaire revealed that 85% of those holding
the most prestigious scientific chairs in American
universities believed a change in the methods of
university administration was warranted. A
majority referred to the faculty's lack of
decision-making power in institutional affairs and

12



called a self-perpetuating governing board an
anomaly in a democratic society;

The

academi:
knowled,,,

physics-

also
adminis

structu:

subsidiz.-y

to deans

rise of the modern university spawned the
specialist with authority centered in

Professor and president came to be
removed from one another. This process
accompanied by a consolidation of

ive authority. Colleges became complex
characterized by a variety of

divisions, in which authority gravitated
and division leaders. Department

chairmen, although professors, walked a thin line
between the administration and the professoriate.
As the organization changed from a unitary to a
composite structure, the university became a
loosely joined federation of professional schools
and graduate departments. Institutional goals
became more numerous and more broadly defined.

The splitting of the culture of learning into
separate branches of knowledge enabled professors
to construct new self images. Faculty members
could now claim exemption from administrative and
trustee interference on the grounds of being
disciplinary experts. An important implication of
this new view was the recognition that those who
were p"- .-asing the services of the professor could
no for ascribe the manner in which services
were . be delivered. The notions that scholars
would act follow pre-established patterns in
researc. and teaching and that faculty members were
accountable only to peer judgments, became
entrenched in the early twentieth century. As
science came to be valued as the most useful mode
of knowledge, the specialized expert acquired an
arsenal of technical language and theory which
enabled him to dominate other less quantitative
desciplines as well as to over-ide some
administrative dictates.

Rights controversies were exacerbated by the
professors'' growing demand for autonomy, while
administrators called for increased powers to
coordinate academic affairs. Even though the
bureaucracy permitted faculty members to wield
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greater control over internal personnel and
academic policies, administrators never voluntarily
relinquished the reigns of power. However,
professors in the most prestigious public and
private schools did attain craft-like authority
over promotion, appointment, nonrenewal and tenure
policies. Individuals working in newer

institutions of lesser prestige and autonomy looked
to those who taught in the finest institutions as
role models.

The m, or factions within the college and

university .aver reached agreement on these r_;hts
issues. :aculty members and administrators
continued :o claim jurisdiction over sim_lar
prerGgativec This exploration of the past should
make it cle_lr that the prerogat4ves issue of the
1960's and _970's is not a new development. The

use of the faculty association as a. vehicle for

achieving faculty goals is different, but the
underlying conflict has a long history.
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CHAPTER III

SHARING AUTHORITY: MANAGERIAL

ATTITUDES AND STRATEGIES

In this chapter we will focus on management
attitudes and strategies concerning '-he sharing of
authority through collective baloining. Our
conclusions are derived from an interview survey
which covered thirty-eight two year and four year
campuses. We spoke with those involved in both the
administration and association sides of rights
issues. -

We\ explored two key problems. The first
concerned the exteht to which administrators were
willing to share authority with the association.
We attempted to determine if there was any
consensus on which decision areas should not be
shared and which could be shared, possibly even
with some enthusiasm. It is interesting to

contrast the views expressed with the results of
the analysis' of the contractual data presented in
Chapter 1V.

The second problem is more complex than the
first. It cor :erns the impact of collective
bargaining on management strategies,
decision-making and style. Interviews with
perceptive informants provided us with some very
interesting inpights into the changes that have
taken place.

The Management Rights Issue: What Must Not
Be Shared

In one large multi-unit college system these
views were expressed about the status of management
rights after collective bargaining was instituted:

The Administration: "Educational
collective bargaining represents a unique
effort to wrest control from management.
The industrial union member doesn't want
to run the plant, but the faculty union
demands control over mergers, closings,
and even the structure of a new campus."
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The Faculty Association: "Management
should have the exclusive right to order
the supplies and maintain the building;
that is all."

This administration saw itself as beleaguered,
and the faculty association agreed that it should
be. How typical is this picture? Had there been a
faculty association takeover of manageMent rights?
To. what extent has collective bargaining altered
authority relationships in colleges and
universities?

Every administrator included in our study
discussed with us the decisions he/she felt should
not be shared with the faculty's bargaining agent.
Each one proved to have some reservations about
sharing. Management resistance centered about
administrative and personnel decisions.

Administration

I
Planning and budgeting often were mentioned in

conjunction with resource allocation as decisions
that must be left to the administration. A top
university official remarked:

"We must
D'
preserve the.right to determine

resource allocation and hence a whole
structure of ,iecision-making .hat does not
put the faculty on both sides of the
bargaining table, determinihg what, it will
get' and what it will make available to
give. I I

With regard to faculty association voice in
retrenchment decisions, 'an' administrator at a
western college noted:

"We have to be able to guide the
retrenchment process. Naturally, we do
not want to cut programs, but often we
have no choice. We are seriously
concerned about the welfare of all 'of our
faculty members, and therefore we cannot
allow this thing to become politicized.
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If we were to let our association go

beyond the point where they are .now--we
notify them and that's it--we could never
make rational decisions. If the Greek
Department has only one or 6wo students,
that has to be the deciding element and
not the fact that the association
president is also a Grelk professor."

Personnel

As some aspects of the personnel area are
'accepted as legitimate labor union con &erns, some
readers probably will be surprised at the very
half-hearted acceptance of association voice' in
this area. .

One midwestern
commented:

university administrator

"Hiring, dismissal, renewal .ad tenure are

administrative responsibilities.
Association participation is deceptive.
Inevitably, we are bootstrapped into
g^f-ting them what they want.

icipation is parlayed into 'a 'demand
for re-employment and the setting aside of
my decision to not recommend. Like any

union, the association feels that it must "-

keep the worker's job for him or lode out
politically. Next week the AFT could be

0 on the doorstep."

The feeling that this process cannot be

controlled - -that a little association participation,
quickly becomes a lot--seemed to be behind the

rather universal view that basic employment
decisions should not be 'shared 4ith the faculty

association. A top administrator in a college witE
less than 1,000_ students expressed the feeling that
control of the personnel field was essential in

small institutions:

"Not enough stress is placed on the

problems of the small college. We are

more 'fragile. There are fewer variables
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to play with when a crisis arises. The
administration must be able to make the
final decision on initial appointments,
tenure and termination. The faculty can
make recommendations, but faculty
determination of these matters is

intolerable. We must be able to adapt
quickly, to develop new programs for
students."

A line administrator serving- under this

official agreed that management should have sole
control of final personnel decisions. However, he
felt that in reality management had retained only
the right to make initial appointments:

"The association is happy to have the
administration play a large role in
initial appointMents. They don't want to
approve in advance. They say, 'That's
your prerogative'. But once they're here,
they want to take over. Then they tell
us, 'Don't you dare touch them'."

What Should Be Shared

Not surprisingly, the areas delineated by the
administration as essential unilateral decision
territory were also those that association officers
felt should be opened to greater sharing.

Most administrators wished to. share with the
association only the bread and butter aspects of
collective bargaining. A university president
remarked:

"The faculty union should be a body
representing the employment interests of
the faculty. What is a fair increase?
What are the best fringes to serve%their
needs? It can assure that there are
procedure3 to protect faculty members
rights against capricious actions. These
are, helpful inputs. Collective bargaining
has introduced an overdue corrective at

the university, but it is not desirable to
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bargain everything."

We also asked administrators if there were any
functions they would like to turn over to the

association completely. Only one item was
mentioned with any frequency. They wanted
contrlaccual language holding the association
responsible for enforcing performance standards.
For example, they noted that it Gas difficult for
them to criticize and change teaching methods
because most faculty members would react
negatively. However, they felt that the

association, in its role as champion of the

faculty, could be effective in this regard.

Although administrators appeared very willing to

yield this right to the association, they indicated
that this matter seemed to have an almost zero
priority with the faculty's bargaining
representative.

Areas of Increasing Agreement

The extent to which management rights issues
were still alive is well reflected in the responses
of the parties concerning areas of increasing
agreement. We had assumed that there would be

quite a variety of responses, with the militant
associations and strong rights administrations
reporting, "no progress," and more harmonious
groups listing a fair number of areas of mutual
agreement.

However, as far as increasing agreement is

concerned, the sole and universal response was,

"Money." Moreover, it often was seen as a

trade off,, means of keeping the association out
of management questions. The President of the

association at a large university commented:

"The administration keeps saying, 'you

really only want money,' and they try to
restrict us to that. The deans think they
can run a sloppy administration and get-
away with it by pitching up for good
raises."
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In a large multi-unit system, the head of the

association negotiating team reported:

"The administration has learned not to be
hard on money. It is a buy-off and
increasingly used as such. Money affects
everybody. Here rapport has increased.
It is hard to muster broad support for an
issue such as voluntary transfers."

Administrators confirmed this picture,
although they put less stress on the trade-off
aspect. The president of a small Midwestern
college noted:

"At first money was a hot topic. They
made wild salary demands. We resisted,
but we found they were willing to forget
about everything else if the money would
come. Now they have their increments and
their salary grid, and money is no longer
the prevalent concern."

The chief negotiator for a multi-unit system
reported:

"Strange as it seems the money issue is
becoming the easiest of all. We have all
but lost our ability to reward merit, and
we wish we could do something about that.
On the other hand, we are freed of a great
deal of difficult decision-making. The
question of relative merit is always a
headache."

Of course, the favorable judgments about
developments in the economic field may simply
reflect the existence of truly strong disagreements
in other areas. Money involves no debate over
principle, while rights issues always do.

Howeights Issues Arise

Severe struggles over management rights are
not found on all organized campuses by any means.
Moreover, truly substantial struggles over rights
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rarely stemmed from debates about specific issues
such as tenure. In the background of major rights
battles one usually finds a relationship that
either began with or developed structural problems.
We have identified three major structural problems
that tend to promote these confrontations:

1. Upward mobility on the part of the

institution, such as the jump from teachers'
college to state university. This upward mobility
leads to reorganization which is often done quickly
and on a large scale. Moves of this type create
large numbers of insecure groups and individuals
who after years of possibly passive existence
suddenly feel the need to challenge actions and
changes that are perceived as extremely threatening.
At the same time the response of the administration
is colored primarily by its concern about success-
fully fulfilling its new mission. As the parties
move increasingly further apart, communication takes
place largely via statements of rights and princi-
ples, with each party attempting to claim his maxi-
mum rights. We observed a number of such cases in
our field work.

2. Situations in which true bargaining never
really commences, blocked by a combination of inex-
perience and high ego involvement in the institu-
tion. (On one campus each building bore the name
of a particular member of the Board of Trustees.)
The administration may be inexperienced, and the
faculty, although quite militant, knows little
about bargaining. Under these circumstances, rigid
rights positions are readily adopted and stiffened
by the involvement of the community and local
politicians. Often both parties seek out the press
and proceed to deal with one another through head-
lines which do not exaggerate the emotional char-
acter of the interchange. Feelings are so strong
that the parties do not even debate the rights
issues that divide them.

As one association president sadly reported:

"We've gone backwards. There is no say

for the faculty any more. The policy is
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to intimi..'9te those who want to speak up.
We've had no faculty meeting this year.
Committees meet when the opposition can't
attend."

His counterpart in the administration commented:

"If teachers want to run things, they
should get jobs in the administration.
With all this messing around, I can't
administer properly, and they can't tend
to their teaching."

During the course of this research we observed
a number of relationships that began in this highly
emotional, personalized manner, and all of them
seemed to become increasingly negative. As the
parties quickly moved to a polarized state, every
issue was a matter of principle. The administra-
tion and the Board became rights hard-liners, and
the faculty activists became increasingly militant
in their embattled groups. They lost interest in
becoming effective negotiators because no negoti-
ation was taking place. Instead, some concentrated
on the courts as a means for communicating with
management.

3. Situations in which collective bargaining
leads to a rapid shift in the balance of power.
This type of relationship often arose when the
association made exceptional rights gains after
years of strong administration control. The
administration's attempts to reassert itself then
stimulated a major rights struggle.

In one case the initial round of bargaining
produced a contract that contained strong provisions
for faculty rights in administrative and personnel
matters. As one public college official noted:

"We were novices. We thought we had to
agree to their demands, The faculty union
cleaned us out,"

However, the agreement came undaI iive bemuse
it was completely out of line with others in the
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area. Under pressure, the administration began to

stiffen up. It tried to recoup its lost power, and
after a few negotiating rounds, it was partly suc-
cessful. In response, the association resorted to
strikes and arbitration cases by the carload. Of

the equilibrium that then developed, an association

officer remarked:

"The Board and the Chancellor have the

Pullman Company policies of the 1800's,

and the teachers have developed a type of

1930's C.I.O. unionism."

Another observer remarked that, "Control has

become the major issue."

After the 'administration took a firm stand,
rights issues continually surfaced, and in this new
situation both parties carefully judged every move
in terms of its impact on their respective rights

and ability to control.

It should be stressed that the above cases

represent the extreme rather than the ,typical

academic "rights case." However, these cases are

the ones that receive publicity and therefore

affect opinions about rights questions in faculty-
administration bargaining.

Impact on Management Strategies,
Decision - making and Style

How have the faculty association's pressures
for rights affected management strategies, decision-

making and style? Academic administration is an

active job, with a multitude of pressures. An

assessment of an administrator's rights is in

reality an assessment of his freedom to act. What

has happened to this freedom to act as a result of

sharing decisions with the faculty association?

Management Strategies

We found that administrators were going outside
of the collective bargaining arena in order to solve

rights issues. Some administrations were moving in

the direction of restructuring the organization.
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In a public junior college, large numbers of

departments were being grouped into divisions that
hopefully would be less militant because they would
represent a cross-section of interests and could be
headed by an administrator without the close faculty
ties possessed by department heads.

In some cases new personnel systems were intro-
duced to strengthen control. One college in the
central states developed the concept, seven year
tenure, a limited guarantee of employment security
which featured periodic performance reviews. Others
opted for new planning, budgeting systems which were
to have the final say in determining the allocation
of resources.

We detected three major strategies for coping
with the challenges of shared authority:

1. We first might be called, "Run Past Them."
This is the most aggressive strategy, for as in the
above examples, it involves the development of
comidting management systems and basic structural
changes. It also entails the risk of stimulating
association interest in basic administrative
decisions.

a. The introduction of new planning, budget-
ing systems that employ such concepts as
the student enrollment driven model.

b. The creation of separate corporations for
the funding of new programs.

c. Development of the Senate as a competing
faculty body that will deal with manage-
ment matters and thus serve to curb the
influence of the faculty association.

d. Restructuring the organization of facul-

ties, generally by grouping departments
into large heterogeneous divisions, headed
by a full-time administrator.

e. Changing the structure of the employment
relationship.

2.5
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(1)

(2)

Moving from the traditional tenure
system to more flexible systems
such as rolling contracts.

Expanding with built-in flexi-
bility via the hiring of part-
time, temporary faculty members.

2. A second strategy might be termed, "Recoup."
It is based on the conviction that excessive conces-
sions were made in previous negotiations. As one
junior college administsrator noted:

"We are not going to start bargaining on
the basis of the present contract. We
would just keep giving things away. We
plan to get back things we gave away, and
for every future concession we are going
to demand something in return."

There are two major components of this
strategy:

a. Testing the current contract, challenging
via arbitration and legal suits.

b. Quid pro quo and productivity bargaining.
For example, association voice in tenure
decisions will be exchanged for a quota on
the number of tenured individuals in each
department.

3. The third strategy is entitled, "Holding
Operation." The administration has little or no
conviction that anything can be regained from the
association. Instead there is a firm resolve that
there will be no further yielding of management
territory. In return for holding the line, the
administration is preparad to make concessions in
the traditional economic area.

As we will see in later chapters, faculty
negotiators have not been eager consumers of the
administrator's trade-off strategies.
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Management Decision-Making

How has the academic collective bargaining
process affected management decision-making? Admin-
istrators reported both positive and negative
effects as well as some changes that were neither.

When administrators were engaged in severe
rights battles with their associations, the entire
decision process was changed drastically. One
eastern college president reported:

"Everything I do has to be checked with
four attorneys. I feel like a traffic
cop."

Another chief officer in the same school noted:

"For us the result of collective bargain-
ing has been a complete halt to everything.
There is no more management. The associa-
tion has taken over, but even they aren't
doing anything."

Aside from such extreme cases, there have been
a number of fairly common developments affecting
management decision-making.

Very obviously, faculty bargaining has intro-
duced a set of formal rights that have to be
considered. A Dean of Faculties noted:

"Well, Ihesitate to make a, decision in
the personnel field. It is much harder.
Before I could come up with some explan-
ation to justify my action. Now I have to
be more reflective, in my decisions. It

results in a lack of forcefulness and a
time lag."

Another top administrator at a large university
remarked:

"Collective bargaining has changed this
job so much. It enters everything we do.
Now I make my decisions more with an eye
to the future, the arbitrator or judge who
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may hear the case. Tenure may be given to
a professor in a declining field for which
student demand is almost zero just to

avoid the loss of an arbitration."

Observations such as, "The harm to the indivi-
dual is given greater weight in all decisions
involving career opportunities," "The institution
no longer gets the benefit of the doubt," and "If
you don't reappoint, a grievance is inevitable,"
reflect a general feeling that collective bargain-
ing has introduced new constraints on decision-
making.

In addition, there was evidence that collec-
tive bargaining has changed the way in which
decisions are made. Sad experiences have led to
better coordination. The faculty association
serves as a monitor, and mistakes that once went
unnoticed now become the basis for a grievance. In
one instance of this type, notices of nonrenewal
were sent to three English professors, all citing
low student enrollment as the reason. At the same
time another office on the same campus announced a
new program that would require the hiring of at
least six English teachers.

Academic institutions unquestionably are
moving toward better management in terms of plan-
ning, organizing and controlling. The economic
crunch has played an important part in this develop-
ment, but collective bargaining also has served to
stimulate some improvements. The institution that
blundered into a grievance in the English teacher
case later developed a system for coordinated man-
power planning.

On the positive side, administrators reported
that collective bargaining introduced greater
explicitness into the decision process. One dean
commented:

"We've moved a long way toward greater
explicitness. Judgments must not be

fuzzy, and many of us were guilty of tbat
very thing. There we are indebted to

collective bargaining."
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Some administrators even saw collective bargaining
as a source of innovative ideas:

"The association was opposed to merit pay,
and we favored it. Fcr a while neither
side would yield, but then we jointly came
up with the idea of giving the most deser-
ving faculty members awards to be spent
"improving their teaching." Of course that
might mean a ski trip."

If collective bargaining occupies a substantial
part of a manager's time and a tention, new prior-
ities have in effect, been set for the institution.
The size of the institution seemed to be a crucial
variable in this respect. Small college presidents
often found themselves becoming glorified labor
lawyers. Collective bargaining literally dominated
their lives. Some said that as much as 80% of their
time was devoted to a never-ending involvement in
gri.wances, strategy meetings, off-the-record meet-
ings with members of various factions, sessions
with legal counsel and of course formal bargaining.

At least some presidents of large universities
experienced the reverse effect. One noted:

"So much decision-making is done once and
for all. The contract settles a matter
like compensation for from one to three
years. Before it was a continuous process.
Of course our new personnel and industrial
elations specialists have to use enormous
quantities of energy. There is new Work
and new people are doing it. It is easier
for the top manager to manage since collec-
tive bargaining. Now I actually have time
to talk to people."

Management Style

After the entry of collective bargaining there
was an inevitable effect on management style, a

term which connotes the organization's system for
managing human resources with the goal of inducing
effective performance. Many administrators were
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attempting to develop a style that would be effec-
tive under shared decision-making. As an adminis-
trator who was heavily involved in negotiations put
it:

I need a management style that will permit
me to have credibility with the association
and yet permit me to keep up standards and
stay within my budget. I can't be a

chronic hard-liner and at the same time I
can't be a human relations-type good
listener. There must be something in

between. If I only knew what it was."

An appropriate management style is important
to the success of an organization. If it is to

motivate employees while meeting critical economic
and performande requirements, it must fit the vari-
ables with' which the administrator deals. The
introduction of sharing authority and negotiating
with the faculty association created real style
dilemmas for administrators. For instance, a pater-
nalistic style, with auftoritarian overtones, has
been quite common in acadFmic institutions.
However, this style has little to offer in negoti-
ating over rights issues, an activity which has
been importantly introduced into the administrator's
taskload. Paternalists quickly become defensive in
negotiations, a posture which serves to give the
initiative to the other party.

The head of a modern community college who had
been a paternalistic, charismatic leader expressed
his dilemmas as follows:

I used to feel I could lead the faculty
and do things for them. Now I feel some-
how estranged from them. My main concern
is administration, I worry about my right
to make decisions.

Some administrators shifted to a participative
style after negotiations commenced. This style is
appealing because it fits well with the concept of
collegiality. It serves to facilitate problem-
solving when both parties share common goals.
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However, when interests diverge, the participative
style is not an adequate answer. A college presi-
dent reported his experience in this regard:

"I decided to change my approach and hold
regular meetings with the association
leaders. We talked about the curriculum,
and everyone agreed on that so I felt
encouraged. We weren't so far apart after
all. Then we began to discuss some person-
nel matters. I told them about our plan
to hire some new p.tople, and they got
excited and said we should use those slots
for promotional opportunities for inside
faculty members. If everyone agrees it is
fine, but when disagreement takes place,
there is no easy way to resolve it."

When rights issues must be resolved, the effec-

tiveness of the participative style is questionable.
Perhaps an adaptation of the "Run Past Them" strat-
egy will prove to be the dominant academic adminis-
trator's style. There are some indications that
this is happening. The real impact of faculty
bargaining on management style is yet to be deter-
mined. However, it is clear that formalizing
"shared authority" through collective bargaining
already has had a substantial effect on the atti-
tudes and strategies of academic administrators.
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CHAPTER IV

THE DATA: Management Rights and the Extent

of Association Influence

This chapter reports our analysis of manage-
ment rights issues in higher education collective
bargaining agreements. Our major task will be to
measure and analyze the extent of association
influence in various management rights areas. The
independent variables we employed in our analysis,
region, agent, size, affiliation and institutional
"type, are outlined in Appendix A.

We will consider, in order, the management
rights clause, administrative issues and personnel
issues. For each issue the results for four-year
and two-year institutions will be contrasted. The
concluding sections feature analyses of patterns of
association influence, of the effect of the various
-bargaining agents and of the data for the states
with high bargaining activity.

The Management Rights Clause

The management rights clause in a collective
bargaining agreement is at best a strange beast.
It is a claim to rights found in a document aimed
at their restriction. Moreover, these rights have
proven to be elusive and difficult to exercise at
the workplace.

In general, negotiators did not dispense with
tne management rights clause !when they sat down to
spell out the details ,of their collective bargain-
ing reiiitionship: Ninety-two percent of the four-
year agreements and 85 percent of the 'two-year
agreements included management rights language.

\Some of these clauses were far from being meek,
tentative claims. The administration of a

privbe four-year university in Connecticut obtained
the following very strong clause:
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ARTICLE 6'

ADMINISTRATION RIGHTS

6. . The Administration has the respon-
sibility and, subject only to the limita-
tions imposed by the express and specific
terms of this Agreement, the right to
manage, direct, and control the University
and its programs.

6.2 The Administration's existing rights,
privileges and responsibilities to manage
its academic and non- academic programs not
specifically delineated by this Agreement
shall continue in full force and effect.
In the event that the specific terms of
this Agreement conflict with such rights,
privileges and responsibilities, the
specific terms of this Agreement shall be
controlling to the extent necessary to
resolve such conflict, provided, however,
that this Agreement shall in all cases be
interpreted so as not' .to deprive the
Administration of its legal, authority to
control all final decisions/Irggarding its
academic and non-academic programs.

6.3 Except as limited or abrogated'by the
terms and provisions of this agreement,
the Administration's rights and responsibi-
lities include, but are not limited, to the
right:

(a) to hire all employees, to deter-
mine their qualifications, their compensa-
tion, and the conditions for their con -
tinued employment;

(b) to terminate, promote, transfer,
assign, iay off and recall all such
employees;

(c) to 'establish, modify, discon-
tinue, eliminate, reorganize or combine
any college, divisZon, department, program,
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curriculum or course, as the Administration
deems necessary or advisable;

(d) to determine the University calen-

dar, class schedules, hours of instruction,
and the duties, responsibilities and

assignments of faculty and other employees
with respect thereto;

(e) to locate, relocate and remove
its equipment and facilities;

(f) to control its property and to

change facilities used by the university;

(g) to control and change all matters
pertaining to financial policy or proce-
dures, and the financial management of the
university;

(h) to control and change all matters
pertaining to the organization and manage-
ment of the uziversity;

(i) to change any benefit or condi-
tion of employment not specifically given
in this agreement to employees or the
union;

(j) to control and change the manner
and method of providing services to

students; and

(k) to obtain from any source, and to
contract and sub-contract for materials,
services, supplies and equipment.

6.4 Failure to exercise a right shall not
be construed as a waiver of that right.

We rated management rights clauses on a five

point scale. A lower rating was assigned to very
general clauses and the score was increased as

contracts began to specify in detail the rights

that management was retaining. We were surprised
to find that fully 38. percent of the clauses in
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four-year contracts and 28 percent of those in

two-year agrec.- its contained strong statements on
management ri.6.:cs. The data reveal a greater
tendency for four-year contracts to contain strong
rights language. Unquestionably, administrators in
senior institutions regarded the affirmation of
such rights as a high priority bargaining item.

They may/have viewed the contract as an instrument
which would enable them to reassert their, authority
in personnel areas in which the tradition of shared
decision-making had served to weaken the managerial
function. (See Table 1.) On the other hand, the
junior college administrator may have felt less
need for strong language because the junior college
is the more bureaucratic of the two types of organi-.
nations and historically its faculty members have
been reluctant to challenge the decisions of their
superiors.

Management Rights: The Four-Year Agreements

Smaller enrollments were , significantly
associated with stronger assertions of management
rights. For example, of the ten agreements awarded
a code of 5 for the strongest, most detailed
clauses, eight were associated with enrollments
under 4,999. Contracts of larger institutions or
those covering multicampus units rarely had lengthy
management rights provisions.

We found geographic variations in the assertion
of management rights. The midwest took the lead
with nearly one-half the contracts containing
strong rights statements whereas three-quarters of
the clauses of schools in central states had very
weak rights statements. In the east and west there
was a balance between very weak and very strong
language.

No significant differences could be detected
between public and private institutions. All of

the various faculty agents had agreements with both
strong and weak assertions of rights. A higher
proportion of contracts with strong rights language
were, however, associated with the NEA and AFT.
(See Table 8.)
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A significant relationship existed between
institutional type and assertion of management
rights. Contracts, associated' with the prestigious
research-doctoral category were less likely to
contain strong detailed language than were con-
tracts of comprehensive colleges and specialized
institutions.

Management Rights: The Two-Year Agreements

Institutional size is the best predictor of
the degree to which a contract manifests rights
language. Of the forty clauses with the strongest
rights statements, all but two were identified with
enrollments under 9,999. Of the twenty-five con-
tracts associated with a faculty size under ninety-
nine, more than half contained strong management
rights statements. Looking at the data from
another perspective, the entire sample included
eighteen agreements from schools in which enroll
ments exceeded 10,000. Less than 10 percent of
these contracts included strong management rights
provisions.

The regional differences in the four-year
sector were similar to those fouhd in-the two-year
college contracts. Contracts from the east and
west ran the gamut from very strong to very vague
rights clauses and agreements from the central
states had the weakest.

Contracts of private two-year colleges had a
high incidence of strong rights language. No
relationships were apparent in public community
colleges.

The variable, bargaining agent, is a somewhat
better predictor of rights language in two-year
college contracts than it is in four-year contracts.
In this instance the NEA and AFT were associated
with stronger clauses and independents and mergers
with weaker rights language. No apparent trends
were discernable in AAUP agreements.
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The Extent of Association Influence

The assertion of management rights is one side
of the coin. The other side is the contractually
established extent of association influence. In
this section we will explore the penetration of the
faculty association into key administrative and
personnel areas.

As the level of employee skills and education
increases, interest in participation in management
functions becomes keener.' Thus, academic
employees, the most educated of unionized workers,
have taken the lead in attempting to gain access to
deliberative bodies responsible for determining
institutional missions and policies.

Administration

Long range planning and retrenchment are two
administrative functions at the center of power
struggles in academic institutions. The profes-
sorial unions' attempt to penetrate these
managerial areas has accelerated as the economic
crisis in education has deepened. In normal
periods enthusiasm for participation in
administrative affairs may be limited by other
demands on faculty time. The only exception is the
faculty "committee-man" who eagerly seeks this
activity.

Long Range Planning

Association gains in the area of long range
planning were predictably few in number. Only five
four-year contracts and none of the two-year
agreements gave faculty a determing voice. More-
over, nearly two-thirds of all agreements either
failed to mention association rights in long range
planning or stated vaguely that the administ ration
shall provide such information as the union might
need for negotiations. The scaled means of 2.3 for
fuar-year contracts and 2 for two-year agreements
are the lowest for all areas studied. The following
is an example of a four-year contract clause
assigned a code of 4. (See appendix B.)
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The Long Range Planning and
Development Committee

a) Purpose

To examine the curriculum and the

faculties of the College vis-a-vis their
financial impact and to make recommen-
dations consistent with the philosophy and
educational goals of the College and to

promote long range faculty development.

b) Functions

i. It shall review the yearly academic
budget and recommend priorities to

the Director of Financial Administra-
tive Services and the Vice-President
for Academic Affairs at his request.

ii. It shall submit yearly a written
financial report to the Director of
Financial Administrative Services and
make recommendations for economies in
the operation of the College should
such economies be necessary.

iii. It shall establish policies concerning
travel and research funds and make
recommendations concerning the same

for approval by the Director of

Financial Administrative Services.

iv. It shall administer and allocate

research funds according to its

policies, subject to the approval of
the Director of Financial Adminis-
trative Services and\consistent with
the terms of this contract.

v. The committee shall recommend to the
Vice-President for Academic Affairs
the awarding of sabbatical leaves.
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Lon Range Plannin . The Four-Year A reements

Does faculty control over long range planning
differ in schools of varying institutional or
demographic characteriatics? The data reveal that
such relationships do exist. Among all variables
examined, the correlation between bargaining agent
and faculty control over long range planning was
the strongest. (See Table 11.) This statistic
reflects the fact that 52 percent of all contracts
given a code of 4 or 5 were AFT agreements. The
NEA ranked second to the AFT. Almost 40 percent of
all contracts receiving a code of 4 or 5 were NEA
agreements. Documents negotiated by the AAUP,
independents or a coalition of agents gave faculty
much less control. Less than 5 percent of the AAUP
contracts, for example, received a code of 5.

A weaker but still significant relationship
existed between institutional type and faculty
control over long range planning. Schools in the
comprehensive and specialized classifications had
stronger language whereas contracts of the research-
doctoral group made fewer inroads. Contracts of
schools with smaller enrollments were significantly
associated with greater faculty control. The data
revealed that as enrollment increased, contract
language became less precise. (See Table 2.)

Long Range Planning: The Two-Year Contracts

In general, unionized professors in two-year
colleges have not made great advances into admini-
strative prerogatives in this area. Less than 6
per cent of the entire two-year sample had contrac-
tual language indicating strong faculty control
over long range planning. Contracts of two-year
colleges in the east were somewhat more favorable
to faculty participation than were agreements of
schools in other regions. As in the case of the
four-year sector, larger enrollments were asso-
ciated with weaker clauses. In this sector, the
AAUP achieved the highest average score, while the
AFT ranked second. Contracts bargained by the NEA,
mergers and independents had weak language.
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The Retrenchment Clause

The economic crunch has caused the resource

allocation decisions involved in retrenchment to

become a key issue. As education is a labor

intensive industry, retrenchment often results in

cuts in the number of faculty positions. This

situation, in turn, has aroused professorial

concern about budgetary matters and about the

placing of controls on the retrenchment process.

In many of the agreements, guidelines for the
retrenchment clause were borrowed from AAUP state-
ments, particularly the "1968 Recommended Institu-
tional Regulations on Academic Freedom and Tenure,"
the "Statement on Procedural> Standards in the

Renewal or Nonrenewal of Faculty Appointments" and
"The Standards for Notice of Non-Reappointment."2
Another document which has influenced contractual
language is the policy report by the Association of
American Colleges entitled "Academic Staff Reduction
in Response to Financial Exigency."3

AAC guidelines outline the principles and

procedures recommended to achool authorities faced
with the necessity of curtailing academic programs
or professional appointments.

The following items comprise the general

features of the retrenchment clause:

A. Factors which determine the need for layoff

The usual contractual language merely specified

that program or personnel cutbacks should come only

as a result of a decrease in enrollment. The phrase

"termination of a continuous appointment because of
financial exigency should be demonstrably bona fide" ,

(taken from the AAUP 1940 statement on Academic
Freedom and Tenure) appeared in a large number of

contracts. "Bona fide" evidence is usually under-
stood to place the burden of proof on the adminis-

tration. Agreements often listed, the criteria

needed to prove bona fide exigencies. These

included: financial data, student-teacher ratios,

studies of curriculum, personnel reports or general
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enrollment 'decline. The extent to which faculty
participated in determining the criteria to be
utilized in the case of retrenchment was taken as a
measure of faculty control over the layoff
procedure.

B. Retention Criteria

The overwhelming number of contracts listed
seniority as the primary retention factor. In most
instances seniority applied to only those faculty
members in the affected departments or divisions..
In addition to seniority, many contracts also
suggested that a professor's achievements and
effectiveness as a teacher should be taken into
account in times of retrenchment. Other agreements
stated that seniority would be used to determine
layoffs if the professors who were to be retained
were qualified to teach the courses of those indivi-
duals who had los.k their positions.

C. Preferential Treatment

The retrenchment clause also deals with the
types of preferential treatment accorded to faculty
who face employment termination. The degree to
which faculty determine the procedures for prefer-
ential consideration was taken into account in
coding these clauses. Examples of preferential
treatment include:, part-time teaching loads for
former full-time faculty, preferred rehiring lists
(such lists guarantee that individuals terminated
for financial exigency will be notified of any
vacant position for which they are qualified before
new personnel may be hired), opportunities to
retrain or-take sabbatical leaves and transfer and
bumping privileges. Tenured faculty members are
usually exempi fzom being bumped.

The clauses revealed a variety of formulas for
notification of faculty. Some provided little
protection. For example, a number of agreements
stated that notice of retrenchment will take place
"as soon as is feasible," "according to state law,"
"when state appropriations are known," or, "before
the end of the year." Some specified one to four
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months, one semester, or one school year. Other
contracts merely listed a date, usually December 1,
February 15, March 1, March 15 or April 15. Several
documents linked notice to amount of severance pay
received. Most contracts stipulated that termi-
nations due to financial exigencies were not subject
to arbitrable review.

The data indicated that consultation with the
union was a feature of nearly half the two-year
agreements and one-fifth of the four-year contracts.
Consultation procedures were not, however, uniform.
In many cases the trustees or presidents were
responsible for the final decision on retrenchment.
Frequently, the board or president was mandated to
consult with either the association, deans, the
tenure review committee, the academic senate,
various personnel committees .or a combination of
the groups listed above. The following staff
reduction provision in a public two-year college
contract is an example of a clause allowing consul
tation rights as well as a number of preferential
treatment safeguards. The following provision was
assigned a code of 3.

ARTICLE XII

STAFF REDUCTION

A. When it is necessary to decrease the size
of the instructional staff because of

insufficient funds or substantial decrease
of students, the President shall meet and
consult with the President of the Faculty
Association and then may recommend to the
Board of Trustees that the teaching force
be reduced as appropriate, necessary, and
in a reasonable manner. The reduction in
teaching areas will be made by placing
such instructors on an unpaid leave of
absence subject to institutional seniority
in the inverse order of their appointment.
Notice of intent to lay off shall be given
to the instructor in writing by April 15
for the following academic year.

B. Within assigned teaching areas, the reduc-
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tion of force shall be accomplished by
first laying off Supplemental' Instructors,
then Annual Instructors, and finally, if
needed, instructors on Continuing Contract.
Only instructors on Continuing Contract
can exercise seniority in other teaching
areas assuming they have the teaching
competency and ability to perform the
work; however, they can only replace
instructors on Supplemental and Annual
contracts. When possible and with the
instructor's permission, an instructor may
be given a part-time teaching assignment
with a proportional reduction in salary in
lieu of lay off.

C. Recognizing its commitment to the teaching
faculty, the College will endeavor .to
reduce the nonteaching force proportion-
ately.

D. When circumstances shall be appropriate,
each instructor placed on leave of
absence, as aforementioned, shall be
reinstated in inverse order of his place-
ment on leave of absence and recognizing,
his previous institutional seniority. If
an instructor on Continuing Contract and
an instructor on Annual Contract are
equally qualified for a vacancy, the
instructor on Continuing Contract shall be
given preference. Such reappointment

\ shall not result in loss of status or
credit for previous years of experience.
No new appointments shall be made while
there are available instructors on leave
of absence and who are adequately quali-
fied to fill the vacancies unless such
instructors shall fail to advise the
President of acceptance of reappointment
within fifteen (15) days from the date of
notification by the President of positions
available. Notification shall be by Regis-
tered Mail (Return Receipt Requested) at
the last address of the instructor.
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E. In the event a faculty member who has been
granted continuing contract status is

placed on leave of absence without pay,
due to staff reduction, such faculty
member shall receive an amount of $1,000
as interruption compensation. Should the
faculty member be reinstated without loss-
of time, the interruption pay will be

deducted from his next year's salary.

F. The College shall provide assistance in

locating a comparable position for the
individual concerned.

Retrenchment: The Four-Year Contracts

Interesting relationships existed between
institutional and demographic variables and faculty
control over retrenchment policies. The public-
private distinction proed to be significant, with
the contracts of private institutions giving faculty
members greater authority. With regard to regional
factors, contracts of eastern institutions varied
widely.' Agreements of central and western institu-
tion's stressed mainly consultation rights. The
situation in the midwest was quite different.
Nearly 60 percent of the agreements gave faculty
members strong control over retrenchment policies.
Once again, institutions in the research-doctoral
classification were associated with weaker clauses,
and agreements from comprehensive and liberal arts
colleges with stronger rights statements'. NEA,

0 independents and AAUP contracts gave faculty
members more control in retrenchment decisions than
did agreements negotiated by mergers or the AFT,
which gave them the least input.

Retrenchment: The Two-Year Contracts

In contrast to agreements of four-year schools,
a lesser number-- of community and junior college
contracts gave faculty members authority over
retrenchment policies. However, the relationships
between institutional and demographic -variables
were surprisingly similar. As with the four-year
agreements, private school contracts were signifi-
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cantly associated with more faculty control. A
significant ppaitive relationship also 'existed ,
between faculty size and degree of faculty control.
(See Table 12.) There were no significant relation-
ships to either region or agent

Promotion, Personnel, Appointment,
Nonrenewal and Tenure Clauses

Traditional academic personnel policies, promo-
tion, appointment, nonrenewal and tenure, were the
object of considerable scrutiny in the late 1960's.
At one time or another such procedures were held
responsible for campus unrest, listed as the cause
of institutional rigidity, declared a refuge for
lazy and incompetent faculty, and deemed inconse-
quential for academic freedom.

The advent of professorial unions has once
again focused attention on promotion, appointment,
nonrenewal and tenure policies. The prestigious
Keast Commission, for example, recommended that
such personnel procedures be excluded froth the
collective bargaining process.4 'Faculty and
administrators opposed. to unionism on campus have
charged that professorial unions will destroy
meritocracy in academe. They ask: Will peer
review practices be traded for higher salaries?
Will professors still be entitled to tenure if' they
possess contracts that already guarantee job
security? Will d process become a negotiable
item? Will procedures associated with releasing
tenured and nontenured staff become so cumbersome,
that colleges will be unable to adapt to future
enrollment trends? Addressing himself to the
viability of subjecting appointment, promotion and
tenure to the bargaining process, William B. Boyd,
when president of Central Michigan University,
asserted that academic bargaining has a kind of
Midas touch. "Not that everything it touches turns
to gold," he said, "but that everything it touches
turns rigid."5

Finally, one of the most exhaustive and
influential studies on faculty. unionism, argues
that the promotion, appointment, nonrenewal and
tenure' processes may succumb to group pressures.
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'Ladd and Lipset maintain that it is in the realm of
these personnel policies that the principles of

blue collar unionism will be cransferred to insti-
tutions of higher education. Despite the enormous
differences between industrial and educational
organizations, they feel that faculty 'members may
come to think 'in ,terms of job security only and no
longer care to be academically responsible for

difficult choices on promotion, appointment and

nonrenewal tenure:6

Have any or all of the above predictions been
realized? We will proceed with a general discus-
sion of contractual advances in the personnel area
because the experience concerning the va'r.ious

clauses is interconnected. Then we will turn to
the specific fields -- promotion, appointment,
nonrenewal and tenure -- and discuss the variables
that are correlated with association advances in

the two and four-year sectors.

A large percentage of the contracts included
language on promotion, appointment, nonrenewal and
tenure. Almost one-half of the four-year agreements
gave faculty members a considerable voice in these
personnel decisions. (See Tables 4 to 7.)

Variation in the content and style of clauses
was common. It would ar.ear that negotiated agree-
ments were more intim-_aly associated with condi-
tions in specific institutions, than with the

stance of national faculty associations.

In general, the clauses outlined detailed

procedures designed to-foster existing professional
standard and objectives. For example, probationary
periods were not shortened. A large number of

provisions stipulated that probationary time before
piomotion or nonrenewal should remain at five, six
or even years. In a study of tenure provisions in
fou -year contracts Mortimer and Lozier determined
that -collective bargaining had a minor impact on
the status of the probationary period.7
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Contracts often listed academic criteria to be
used when evaluating faculty for promotion, appoint-
ment, nonrenewal and tenure. ForMerly, such evalu-
ation criteria were rarely made explicit nor were
they codified.8 The inception of academic bar-
gaining has led to the placing of such criteria 'yin
written agreements. The standards listed are far
from uniform. They represent an array of factors,
some explicit and others vague. Although explicit
criteria were sometimes mentioned, the contracts
said little about the emphasis or weight to be
accorded these criteria. Criteria for promotion,
appointment, nonrenewals, and tenure include:
teaching effectiveness, scholarly achievement,
research, publications, advanced study, intel-
lectual breadth, skill and promise as a tearer,
devotion to the Concept of liberal education,
participation in the affairs of the college com-
munity, administrative assignments, guidance and
leadership in student affairs, and unique contri-
butions to the university and the academic
profession.

Some agreements moved beyond the usual format.
The Southeastern Massachusetts University and Moore
College of Art contracts stated that student
evaluations may be used in the faculty promotion
decision. The Rhode Island college agreement
stressed the importance of critical evaluation.
Regarding tenure and nonrenewal of nontenured
appointments, the contract stated that, "No system
of tenure will be effective if it is not adminis-
tered with firmness in cancelling the contracts of
those who are not adapted by training, experience
or temperament to the local situation."

Contract clauses also described procedures for
establishment of faculty review committees. In
general, such dOlberative bodies were given the
authority to make recommendations to the trustees,
t collect data on faculty evaluations, to advise
pr3hationary faculty on areas of observed weak-
nesses and to recommend appropriate personnel
actions. A number of the agreements also dealt
with the procedures administrators must follow
should they choose to disregard committee
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recommendations. Strongly worded clauses required
the administration to inform. unsuccessful candidates
in writing of the reasons for denial of advancement.

A large number of two-year and four-year con-
tracts incorporated a definition of tenure in the
general tenure provision. These agreements also
asserted the traditional rationale for life-long
employment, e.g., that continuity of employment
without fear of termination, except for just cause,
enables faculty to teach and study free from
external pressures. AAUP proclamations were a

widely used source of contractual language. In

several instances contracts endorsed the well known
1940 statement.

Many agreements made reference to the continu-
ation of tenure policies in existence before the
arrival of the faculty union. This finding places
doubt on the assertion that unionism will lead to
the demise of prebargaining personnel policies. It

would appear that these clauses served to set forth
and make explicit the prebargaining policies which
faculty members wanted to preserve.

The contracts indicated that many negotiators
felt impelled to reiterate the seriousness of
tenure and its relationship to academic freedom. A
study of the clauses revealed both faculty and
administrative concern for consultative procedures,
peer review, strict qualifications for tenure eligi-
bility and the need to safeguard academic judgment
in personnel decisions. The contracts did not
indicate that faculty unions were modifying or

trading away tenure and academic freedom.

Faculty voice in personnel policies is a

traditional but by no means a universal matter..
These practices flow from the concept of a faculty
as a self-governing craft or professional group
whose present members are considered the only ones
qualified to select future members of the team.
However, despite the strength of these traditions,
roughly one-fifth of the contracts made no pro-
visions for these functions.
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Promotion: The Four-Year Contracts

Legs than 15 percent of the contracts failed
to mention this topic. In fact, nearly two-thirds
of the clauses spelled out detailed promotion
procedures. Institutions in the east made the
strongest gains. Quite remarkably, in this region
roughly 60 percent of the clauses were scaled at 4
or 5. Contracts of schools in the central states
had weaker faculty rights statements. Agreements
of midwestern and western schools reflected wide
variations in assertion of faculty authority.

A slightly higher proportion of contracts of
private schools gave faculty members greater
control over promotion. Neither size nor insititu-
tiopal type appeared to have any relation to the
strength of language. Contracts negotiated by
mergers and the AFT contained the strongest pro-
visions followed in descending order by the NEA,
AAUP and independent agents.

Promotion: The Two-Year Contracts

With some notable exceptions, promrZdon tends
to be a management right at two-year colleges.
Traditions involving peer judgment and professional
autonomy are not strong in the two-year sector. In
contrast to the four-year sector, nearly 40 percent
of the agreements made no mention of promotion.
However, region, size and affiliation were strongly
correlated with extent of faculty voice. Two-year
colleges i/ the east and to a lesser extent the
west, inc fporated the strongest faculty controls.
Clauses associated with midwestern and central
states Were weakest.

The significant correlation of (+.21) between
size of enrollment and control over promotion
suggests that larger enrollments were associated
with increased faculty authority. (See Table 12.)
Three-quarters of the schools with enrollments
above 20,000 possessed contracts with strong
promotion procedures. Only one-quarter of the
contracts of schools with enrollments below 999
gave faculty a substantial voice in this process.
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A correlation of (+.22) reflects a significant
relationship between affiliation and control. In
this sample all private two-year college contracts
were coded at 4 or 5, whereas over half of the
public contracts offered only weak language
concerning promotions. Contracts negotiated by a
coalition of agents were stronger and more specific
than were those bargained by other agents.

Appointment: The Four-Year Contracts

One-fifth of the agreements failed to mention
appointment policies and about one-sixth contained
only vague language. In most cases contractual
silence on appointments indicated a situation in
which faculty inputs were minimal. For example,
even if the administration might enlist faculty
assistance in identifying candidates, the lank of
explicit contractual procedures placed no limits on
managerial discretion.

Faculty voice in making appointments was
significantly related to size, region and agent.
We found a significant relationship of (+.26)
between institutional size and faculty control over
appointment. Of the eighteen contracts associated
with enrollments over 10,000, eleven provided for
strong faculty voice in this area. Of the thirty-
four agreements identified with enrollments below
4,999, twenty-five had vague or nonexistent
language on appointment.

Agreements with strong language were found at
eastern institutions. A few agreements from mid-
western schools also enumerated detailed faculty
rights. Once again, central states contracts had
vague appointment clauses, and western institutions
were divided evenly between very strong and very
weak statements.

Agreements negotiated by the mergers were
found to have the strongest clauses. AAUP and AFT
clauses fell primarily into the consultation
category. No clear pattern could be distinguished
in NEA or independent contracts.
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With regard to institutional type, the

strongest rights clauses were found in the agree-
ments of comprehensive colleges and universities.

Appointment: The Two-Year Contracts

Historically, high level administrators were
responsible for appointing new faculty members in

two-year colleges. Thus it comes as no surprise
that less than 10 percent of the contracts gave
faculties significant control over appointment. As

with the four-year agreements the variables, size
and agent, were associated significantly with
degree of faculty voice.

As in the four-year sector, degree of control
in the two-year contracts was affected by institu-
tional size. A significant positive relationship
existed between enrollment (+.38) and faculty size
(+.27) and strength of language. Strong clauses
were found in agreements of schools with enrollment
above 10,000. Of the twelve contracts featuring
faculty control over appointment, all but three
were from schools with a faculty size above 300.

With regard to the agents, stronger rights
statements were negotiated by the mergers and the
AAUP. Contracts bargained by the AFT and indepen-
dents reflected a variety of scores. Nearly two-
thirds of the NEA agreements contained very weak
clauses.

Detailed rights language was found in agree-
ments of schools in the eastern and western states.
Two-year colleges in the midwest and central states
did not offer faculty members much control over the
appointment process.

Private two-year college contracts were
associated with greater faculty control over
appointments.

Nonrenewal: The Four-Year Contracts

Nonrenewal or dismissal is obviously a serious
matter. Moreover, the state of the economy has
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generated f7.onsiderable anxiety over these personnel
decisions. Thus, one would assume that professors
in unionized institutions would be interested in
securing explicit procedures governing nonrenewal,"
but faculty gains have not been exceptional.
Moreover, there were only a fit./ significant
relationships with our independent variables.
Regional factors seemed to be important. Over
onehalf of the midwestern schools and about one
half of the eastern schools had strong language.

Merger and NEA nonrenewal clauses in the
central states contained a high proportion of
strong rights statements.

Factors such as enrollment, institutional
type, agent and affiliation did not appear to be
associated with particular types of clauses.

Nonrenewal: The TwoYear Contracts

Institutional variables 11,1d a somewhat dif
ferent impact on provisions in tvoyear agreements.
As with the other personnel clauses, strong rights
language was associated with public and private
eastern colleges represented by the AAUP, on
mergers. There was also a tendency for stronger
clauses to be associated with larger enrollments
and larger faculty size.

Tenure: The FourYear Contracts

College administrators everywhere are seeking
a fresh approach to the question of tenure. The
prospect of a large tenuredin staff which poses a
serious budgetary constraint in times of declining
enrollment, and the need to alter' curricular
offerings in response to changing demand have led
campus authorities to reevalunte their tenure
policies. For example, at Goddard College, Va6,ar,
Curry, Evergreen State, Governors State, Hampshire,
and at the University of Texas, among' others,
administrators have proposed limitations on tenure
slots and have issued rolling contracts to those
faculty members whose performance is deemed
satisfactory.
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The tenure debate will not subside in the
future. Questions having to do with the faculties'
right to share in the tenure decision have not been
overlooked by professorial organizations. A little
over 80 percent of the agreements contained pro-
visions on academic tenure. The scaled mean of 3.5
is the highest awarded any clause. Faculty associ-
ations have made the greatest gains in this area.

Clauses associated with research-doctoral and
comprehensive institutions in the east and midwest
guaranteed the strongest rights to faculties.
Schools in the central and western states had
weaker faculty rights statements. although strong
faculty-oriented clauses could be found in
contracts negotiated by all unions, a larger
proportion of AFT and AAUP agreements contained the
most detailed language. Thus, AAUP and AFT schools
in the east clearly had taken the lead. No
apparent relationships existed between enrollment,
affiliation and the assertion of faculty tenure
prerogatives.

Tenure: The Two-Year Contracts

In this era of minimal hiring and strong pres-
sure for nonrenewal to create new openings, tenure
has become a torrid management rights issue in
two-year colleges. Administrators seeking flexi-
bility have become the champions of the rights of
nontenured faculty and students, while tenured
faculty decry attacks on tenure as a challenge to
merit-based evaluation and academic freedom.
Associations representing two-year colleges have
thus sought tenure guarantees but have not been as
successful as four-year faculties. One-third of
the agreements failed to mention tenure, one fourth
included only vague references. Less than 10
percent of the two-year contracts incorporated
provisions giving faculty members specific
guarantees in the tenure process.

The impact of our independent variables is
more pronounced in this sector. Larger faculty
size and enrollment were associated with stronger
rights statements in the two-year contracts. Of
the twenty-four agreements associated with a
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faculty size of less than ninety-nine, seventeen
were scaled at 1 or 2. The strongest clauses were
invariably found in those schools where faculty
size exceeded 200: Strong language was found in

eastern and western schools. Among the agents, the
AAUP and coalitions of agents made significantly
greater gains.

Patterns in Faculty Rights Attainments

In this study the relationships among the
contract clauses themselves proved to be the

strongest. (See Tables 11 and 12.) The corre-
lation coefficients demonstrate that an exceedingly
high percentage of variation in the scoring of one
clause, e.g., appointment, is explained by its

relation to, say, faculty control over promotion.
Thus faculty rights attainments were related to one
another at a highly significant level. When
faculties achieved strong rights guarantees in the
administrative and personnel fields, they were
winning them across the board. Professorial unions
were not trading contractual safeguards on tenure
for gains in nonrenewal. Conversely, contracts
that failed to provide strong rights in long range
planning, retrenchment or tenure, invariably did
not contain such language for promotion, nonrenewal
or appointment.

Administration and Association Rights
in Highly Organized States

For a growing development, such as contractual
assertion of administration and faculty association
rights, one wonders about the likely result after
such a relationship has become relatively common-
place. Thus, we separated from our total sample
the states with the highest activity. There were
six states in the four year sector and ten states
in the two year sector.

For the states active in the four year sector,
there was no strong relationship between extent of
faculty association rights and extent of adminis-
trative rights. However for the states active in

two year sector a more marked inverse relation-
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ship appeared. This finding seems to indicate that
stands cn rights issues were more polarized in the
two year sector. (See Tables 14, 15, 16, and 17
and Figures 1 and 2.)

Surprisingly, the two and four year sectors
were not equally strong in the same state. New
Jersey and New York ranked first and second in two
year faculty association influence, whereas Rhode
Island and Massachusetts took the lead in the four
year rankings. There appeared to be no clear
relationship between faculty association voice in
the two and four year sectors.

Midwestern and central states such as Kansas,
Wisconsin, and Illinois had the weakest faculty
association rights, whereas the eastern states had
the strongest. Wisconsin's position as highest in
strength of assertion of administration rights in
the two year sector was perfectly counterbalanced
by its rating lowest in faculty association rights.
Similarly, in the four year sector a single state
occupied' two extreme positions. Rhode Island
ranked lowest in 6,-ength of assertion of adminis
tration rights and highest in faculty association
influence. Michigan similarly ranked second lowest
in assertion of management rights and second highest
in association voice. However, beyond this point
the inverse relationship disappeared. For instance,
Massachusetts ranked high on both variables.

The Agents

Each of the various academic bargaining agents
claims to be the most effective. While our data
did not reveal truly marked differences among them,
we did uncover some interesting variations. (See
Tables 9 and 10 for average agent influence scores
and Table 8 for the position of the various agents
with regard to the assertion of management rights.
For a description of the various agents, see
Appendix D.)

In the fouryear sector, agreements negotiated
by the AFT and mergers contained the strongest
faculty rights guarantees. Contracts of the NEA,
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AAUP and independent agents had weaker provisions.
The two year agreements were somewhat different.
In this sector, stronger rights 'guarantees were
found in contracts of the AAUP and mergers,
followed by the AFT and NEA. The differential
strength of these agents in the two sectors raises
some challenging questions about the claims of the
three major unions to be the most effective for
every faculty that they represent.

The strongest assertion of management rights
was found in NEA agreements. Next, in order, were
the AFT, independents, AAUP and mergers. With
regard to this clause, the agents had the same
rankings in the two and four year sectors. Perhaps
overall policies more clearly govern the type of
management rights clause an agent will accept,
while the rights gains the agent can achieve for
the faculty it represents may be the result of a
broad range of institutional and demographic
variables.

As one studies the data on agents, many
interesting questions come to mind. Mergers had
relatively high faculty rights scores, and incident-
ally management rights assertion in their agreements
was relatively weak. Does this indicate that when
faculty unions overcome organizational rivalries,
they can negotiate faculty rights more effectively?

Certainly the issue of the impact of the agent
is far from settled. Further research is needed,
and tha authors are now engaged in such a project.
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TABLE 1

THE MANAGEMENT RIGHTS CLAUSE

Code

Assigned n X
Four-Year
n X

Two-Year
n.

1 27 13.2 5 ( 7.9) 22 (15.5)

2 58 28.3 18 (28.6) 40 (28.2)

3 56 27.3 16 (25.4) 40 (28.2)

4 28 13.7 14.1 (22.2) .14 ( 9.9)

5 36 17.6 10 (15.9) 26 (18.3)

205 100.0 63 142

mean = 3.1 mean = 2.8'
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TABLE 2

THE LONG RANGE PLANNING CLAUSE

Code
Assigned

1 71 34.6 22 (34.9) 49 (34.5)

2 61 29.8 18 (28.6) 43 (30.3)

3 52 25.4 10 (15.9) 42 (29.6)

4 16 7.8 8 (12.7) 8 ( 5.6)

5 5 2.4 5 ( 7.9)

2n5 100.0 63 142

mean = 2.3 mean = 2.0

Go
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TABLE 3

THE RETRENCHMENT CLAUSE

Code

Assigned
Four-Year Two-Year

1 58 28,3 21 (33.3) 37 (26.1)

2 27 13.2 7 (11.1) 20 (14.1)

3 73 35.6 11 (19.0) 61 (43.0)

4 37 18.0 16 (25.4) 21 (18.8)

5 10 4.9 , 7 (11.1) 3 ( 2.1)

205 100.0 63 142

mean = 2.7 mean = 2.5
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TABLE 4

THE PROMOTION CLAUSE

Code Fcur-Year' Two-Year

Assigned

41 20.0 9 (14.3) 32 (22.5)

34 16.6 11 (17.5) 23 (16.2)

3 44 21.5 5 ( 7.9) 39 (27.5)

4 50 24.4 21 (33.3) 29 (20.4)

5 36 17.6 17 "(27.0) 19 (13.4)

205 100.0 63 142

mean = 3.4 mean = 2.8
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TABLES

THE APIDINTYXNT CLAUSE

Code Four-Year Two-Year
Assigned

1 38 18.5 13 (20.6) 25 (17.6)

2 61 29.8 9 (14.3) 52 (36.6)

3 50 24.4 16 (25.4) 34 (23.9)

4 33 16.1 14 (22.2) 19 (13.4)

5 23 11.2 11 (17.5) 12 ( 8.5)

205 100.0 63 142

mean = 3.1 mean =2.5



TABLE 6

THE NONRENEWAL CLAUSE

Code Four-Year Two-Year
Assigned

1 40 19.5 13 (20.6) 27 (19.0)

2 58 28.3 9 (14.3) 49 (34.5)

3 39 19.0 8 (12.7) 31 (21.8)

4 50 24.4 36 (41.3) 24 (16.9)

5 18 8.8 7 (11.1) 11 ( 7.7)

205 100.0 63 142

mean = 3.1 mean = 2.6
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TABLE 7

THE TENURE CLAUSE

Code Four-Year Two-Year
Assigned

1 60 29.3 13 (20.6) 47 (33.1)

2 42 20.5 8 (12.7) 34 (23.9)

3 35 17.1 6 ( 9.5) 29 (20.4)

4 33 16.1 13 (20.6) 20 (14.1)

5 35 17.1 23 (36.5) 12 ( 8.5)

205 100.0 63 142

mean = 3.5 mean = 2.4
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BARGAINING AGENT AND STRENGTH OF ASSERTION
OF MANAGEMENT RIGHTS:

Agent Average Scorea Rankb

Four-Year Contracts

NEA 3.47 1

AFT 3.23 2

IND 3.00 3

AAUP 2.88 4

Mergers 2.85 5

Two-Year Contracts

NEA 3.07 1

AFT 2.80 2

IND 2.68 3

AAUP 2.66 4

Mergers 2.47 5

aBased on a five point scale or which a score
of "5" represents the strongest assertion of
management rights.

bA rank of "1" indicates the agent with the
strongest assertion of management rights and a rank
of "5" the weakest.
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TABLE 9

FACULTY AGENT PENETRATION OF MANAGEMENT FUNCTIONS:

THE FOUR-YEAR CONTRACTS

Aversge Score for Each Areaa

Agent n LRP RETR PROM Appt. NONRE TEN
Agent
Score Rankb

AFT 13 3.00 1.92 3.84 3.08 3.08 3.92 3.14

Mergers 7 1.86 2.29 3.86 4.00 3.29 3.29 3.11 2

NEA 17 2.76 3.11 3.47 2.71 3.29 3.23 3.09 3

AAUP 23 1.74 3.04 3.09 3.04 3.00 3.39 2.88 4

IND 3 2.00 3.00 2.67 3.00 2.00 2.33 2.49 5

n = 63

aBased on a five point scale for which a score of "5" repreSents

the highest association influence.

bA rank of "1" indicates the agent with the strongest influence

and a rank" of "5" the weakest.
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TABLE .10

FACULTY AGENT PENETRATION OF MANAGEMENT FUNCTIONS:

THE TWO-YEAR CONTRACTS

Agent n LRP RETR PROM Appt. NONRE TEN
Agent
Score Rankb

AAUP 3 3.00 3.33 3.33 3.33 3.33 3.67 3.33 1

Mergers 15 2.07 2.20 3.40 3.47 3.40 3.13 2.96 2

IND 21 2.00 2.76 2.81 2.67 2.67 2.76 2.61 3

AFT 35 2.37 2.49 2.83 2.69 2.60 2.57 2.58 4

NEA 68 1.88 2.51 2.75 1.99 2.37 2.00 2.08

n = 142
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TABLE 11

ZERO -ORDER CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS

(FOUR-YEAR CONTRACTS)

,0.1m=rm...mimmrrelNymn
INge

Region Agent Size Affil LRP Retr Prom Appt

Inst,

Nonre Tenure MgtRta Type

Region

Agent

Size

Affil

1101,

RETR

PROM

Appt

NONRE

Tenure

MgtRts

Select

1,00 -.03

1,00

-.10

.31

1.00

-.06

.10

-.1'

1.00

.09

-.35

-.18

-.03

1.00

-.07

.08

.08

.21

-.05

1.06

-.12

-.08

.06

.12

.34

.43

1.00

-.21

.17

.26

.06

.27

.45

.69

1.00

-.16

-.04

.06

.04

.16

.43

.54

.55

1.00

-.18

-.13

.04

.07

.18

.43

.72

.59

.61

1.00

-.01

-.13

-.16

-.08

.22

.06

.03

.09

-.02

.18

1,00

.01

-.27

-.69

-.29

.16

-.07

.01

-.15

-.01

-.05

.23

1.00

Four-Year Contracts 63 m n

Significance .138 at .05; .181 at .01.
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TABLE 12

ZERO -ORDER CORRELATION COEFFICENTS (TWO -YEAR CONTRACTS)

Region Agent Size Affil LRP Retr Prom Appt Nonre Tenure MgtRts FacSize

Region 1.00 -.34 .06 -.17 -.02 .04 -.18 -.10 -.07 -.04 -.04 .06

Agent 1.00 .10 -.03 -.06 -.01 .10 .20 .19 .19 -.10 .01

Size 1.00 -.25 .16 .09 .21 .38 .08 .24 -.14 .73

Affil 1.00 .15 .15 .22 .10 .06 .09 .11 -.22

LRPL 1.00 .33 .42 .43 .33 .46 -.02 .18

4

RETR 1.00 .18 .30 .22 .25 .17 414

PROM 1.00 .52 .49 .65 -.12 .17

Appt 1.00 .39 ,50 -.06

NONRE 1.00 .54 ' ..03 .08

Tenure 1.00 -.07 .24

MgtRts 1.00 -.13

FacSize 1.00

Two-Year Contracts 142 =, n

Significance .138 at .05; .181 at .01. r0



TABLE 13

MEANS OF SCALED CLAUSES:

FOUR-YEAR AND TWO-YEAR CONTRACTS

Clause
Four-Year

Means
Two-Year
Means

Long Range Planning 2.3 2.0

Retrenchment 2.7 2.5

Appointment 3.0 2.5

Promotion 3.4 2.8

Nonrenewal 3.1 2.6

Tenure 3.5 2.4

Management Rights 3.1 2.8

Foui: Year

Contracts
n = 63

Two Year
Contracts
n = 142
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TABLE 14

FACULTY ASSOCIATION INFLUENCE IN MANAGEMENT

AREAS FOR FOUR-YEAR COLLEGES IN SIX STATES(1)

AVERAGE SCORE FOR EACH AREA(2)

STATE Contracts LRP Retr Prom Appt Nonre Ten State Score Rank(3)

Rhode Island 4 2.75 3.25 3.75 3.50 3.50 3.50 3.38 1

Massachusetts 8 3.38 1.50 3.63 3.38 3.25 4.25 3.23 2

New Jersey 8 2.13 3.25 3.75 3.50 3.13 3.38 3.19 3

New York 15 1.67 2.80 3.80 3.40 3.13 3.60 3.07 4

Michigan 7 2.58 3.00 3.29 2.43 3.57 3.14 3.00 5

Pennsylvania 5 1.60 3.00 2.40 2.40 3.20 3.40 2.67 6

n=54

1. A total of 54 contracts were scaled. They represent 86% of the entire four-year
sample of this study.

2. Based on a five point scale for which a score of "5" represents the highest
influence.

3. A rank of "1" indicates the state with the strongest association influence and a
rank of "6" indicates the weakest.
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TABLE 15

STRENGTH OF ASSERTION OF MANAGEMENT

RIGHTS IN FOUR-YEAR COLLEGE AGREEMENTS

IN SIX STATES'

Average Score2 Rank3 Contracts Studied

Massachusetts 3.75 1 (8)

Michigan 3.29 2 (7)

Pennsylvania 3.20 3 (5)

New Jersey 3.00 4 (8)

New York 2.93 5 (15)

Rhode Island 2.50 6 (4)

n = 54

1. Sample of 54 contracts represents 86% of the four-year sample
PE this study.

2, Based on a five point scale for which a score of "5"
represents the strongest assertion of management rights.

3. A rank of "1" indicates the state with the strongest assertion
of management rights, and a rank of "6" indicates the weakest.
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TABLE 16

FACULTY ASSOCIATION INFLUENCE IN MANAGEMENT

AREAS FOR TWO-YEAR COLLEGES IN TEN STATES'

State Contracts LRP Retr Prdm Appt Nonre Ten State Score
1

Rank"

New Jersey 16 2.31 2.56 3.88 2.50 2.75 2.94 2.82 1

Ne%York 18 2.11 2.57 3.18 2.960.L.3.,..04 2.86. 2.79 2.

Wash,. gton 15 2.20 2.47 3.27 2.40 2.8C 2.80 2.66 3,

Michig 24 2.17 3.00 2.79 2.88 2.62 2.46 2.65

Oregon.) 5 2.20 F.20 2.80 2.40 2.40 2.80, 2.63

Pennsylvania 8 2.13 2.89 3.38 2.76 2.38 2.13, 2.61 6

Massachusetts 5 2.40 1.60 3,20 3.40 2.80 1.80 % 253 7

Illinois 14 1.86 2.64 1.93 2.43 2.14 2.29 2.22 8

Kansas 5 1.40 2.00 1.20 1.20 2.40 1.00 1.70 9

Wisconsin 12 1.67 2.00 1.67 1.59 2.17 1.08 1.69 10

n4 132

1. A total of 132 contracts have been scaled. They represent 93% of the entire

two-year sample of this study.

2. Based on a five point scale for which a score of "5" represents the highest
influence.

3. A rank of "1" indicates the state with the strAlgest associatioeoinfluence and a
rank of "10" indicates the weakest:,
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TABLE 17

STRENGTH OF ASSERTION OF MANAGEMENT

RIGHTS IN TWOYEAR COLLEGE AGREEMENTS

IN TEN STATEc1

Wisconsin

Massachusetts

Oregon

'2

Pchnsylvania

Average Score
2

Rank
3

1

2

3

4

Contracts Studied

3.58

3.40

3.39

3.38

(12)

( 5)

( 5)

( 8)

Michigen 3.00 5 (24)

New York 2.79 6 (28)

Illinois 2.64 7 (PO

New Jersey 2.56 8 (16)

Washington 2.40 9 (15)

Kansas
, .

2.20 10 ( 5)

n=132

1. Sample of 132 contracts represents 93% of twoyear sample of
this study.

2. Based on a five point scale for which a score of
represents the strongest assertion of management rigLts.

3. A rank of "1" indicates the state with the strongest
assertion of management rights, and a rank of "10" indicates
the weakest.
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Figure I

RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN STRENGTH OF FACULTY
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CHAPTER V

SUMMARY and CONCLUSION

The Problem Reviewed

We initiated this ,!search to develop an under-
standing of what is 11Lo,,ening in academic collective
bargaining. We found that it is impossible to com-
prehend this field without structuring the problem
in terms of rights issues. Complex rights issues
are endemic to the faculty-administration relation-
ship. This type of bargaining does not begin in
the industrial fashion with one party in possession
of a fund of rights which the other party attempts
to take away. As we have seen, both parties come
to the negotiating table with their separate but
overlapping bundles of rights. Each claims juris-
diction over similar prerogatives, functions and
duties.

In Chapters I and II we quoted the bleak predic-
tions of those who maintain that collective bargain-
ing will cause the administration to lose its right
to manage. We also noted the pessimistic views of
those who forecast that faculties will surrender
their traditional prerogatives for union-type gains.
Thus, we observed that there was a great deal of
excitement about these rights issues, but we found
relatively few facts upon which to base judgmeno.:s.
Many of the surveys of attitudes which have
dominated the field have not served to predict
behavior.

To make what we felt was a needed contribution,
we selected a research'strategy that would produce
concrete data and permit systematic analysis. We
developed a method for analyzing and coding faculty
contracts in order to measure the extent of asser-
tion of administration rights and the extent of

assertion of faculty rights with regard to selected
managerial areas. We also tested our faculty and
administration rights measures against P number of
independent variables in order to seek an explana-
ti)n for the results' we obtained. An interview
survey supplemented the contract analysis, but the
basic contribution is the scaling and analysis of
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such a large group of contracts.

We recognize that a contract-based study has
limitations. Contractual language and actual imple-
mentation thereof are not the same thing. However,
the contract is the "bottom line." When a relevant
situation arises, the contract car' always be called
upon to govern it. For instance, faculty members
at a small private liberal arts college in New
England unhappily found that if criteria for layoff
are stated in the retrenchment clause, they can be
implemented, and an arbitrator may well uphold the
administration's action.

As a result of this study, we have reached the
conclusion that contract analysis is a vaPxable but
often neglected research tool.

The time-consuming, detailed contract scaling
process and the relatively speedy computerized data
analysis that followed it produced some unexpected
results.

The Findings

Extent of Faculty Association Assertion of Rights

Our contract analysis revealed only modest in-
roads into decisions in the administrative and per-
sonnel areas. By and large faculties were incorpf,r-
ating existing governance mechanisms into the con-
tract. This is illustrated by the specification of
stringent scholarly controls on tenure, appointment,
promotion and nonrenewal. Contrary to often heard
predictions, faculty unions did not put au end to
probationary periods, academic judgment or merit
pay; Unionized faculties apparently viewed collec-
tive bargaining as a means for incorporating their
traditional rights into a contract. The formal
document served to explicitly outline the customary
and sotemes vaguely defined pre-bargaining proce-
dures 'Lir consultation on matters such as movement
in rank. Apparently faculties were negotiating
present governance structures into contracts because
they viewed collective bargaining not as a mechanism
for asserting new rights but rather as a mechanism
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for protecting existing rights and status.

The data reflect the above observations. In no
instance is the highest scaled mean for the asser
tion of faculty rights in any of the six decision
areas above 3.5, a figure which suggests little
more than consultation rights. Faculty "takeover"
plans such as those quoted in Chapter III clearly
were more often rhetoric than reality.

Extent of Assertion of Management Rights

The data on the assertion of management rights
revealed results similar to those for the faculty.
The scaled means for the management rights clause
were 3.1 for the four year agreements and 2.8 in

the two year, figures which reflect only a modest
overall degree of assertion. Thus, the managerial
attitudes expressed in ChapterIII seldom have been
translated into contractual language. Administra
tors appeared to be joining faculty members in

placing their traditional bundle of rights in the
contract.

Patterns of Faculty Influence

Going beyond the overall scores, our data
revealed some very interesting differences concern
ing faculty penetration into the various areas.

Faculties had difficulty in moving beyond the
traditional concerns of their craft. Gains in the
two administrative areas, long range planning and
retrenchment, were truly modest. Still, long range
planning was mentioned widely. Sixtyfive per cent
of the contracts contained some language. Thus, a
beach head has been established. Because retrench
ment has a direct effect on faculty employment,
this issue was mentioned somewhat more frequently.
There appeared to be a real two year college push
on this matter. Considering these faculties'
general lack of voice in administrative decisions,
even their modest achievements could be rgarded as
a real advance.

As indicated in our historical review in Chapter
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II, facUlty members have a long tradition of rights
in the personnel area. Thus, one would anticipate
contractual affirmation of faculty rights greater
than that recorded for the two administrative deci-
sions, and this was the case.

Of the -four personnel areas, tenure proved to
be the most important, especially in the four year
schools in which it earned the highest mean score.
Promotion ranked second and registered the strongest
gains in the two year sector. Faculty associations
appeared to emphasize and to be best able to control
decisions concerning advancement on the job. The
administration retained more fully its rights to
make appointment and nonrenewal decisions.

There was no evidence that faculty associations
were trading off one right in these six areas for
another. Our data analysis indicated, at a highly
significant level, that when these organizations
attained strong rights guarantees, they won them
across the board. Conversely, an association that
lacked strong rights in one area, lacked strong
rights in all.

There are two issues that we must address
concerning the gains in faculty voice that we
observed. We have said that they were modest, and
this raises the question of another kind of trade-
off. Do the modeAt achievements in voice reflect a
priority on economic gains? A major study of
secondary school contracts indicated that there
seldom have been tradeoffs between ecounMic and non-
economic items.1 We also found that rights issues
have a high priority in acaaemia. There was no evi-
dence that rights were being traded for money,
although this is commonly believed to be t'e. Some
of the votes in Chapter III reflect this tEeling.

A second issue concerns a familiar argument.
Would faculties who formed unions have gotten the
rights they gained without organizing? WW 1--)w that
employee participation in decision-maki,i- is a

growing trend. Professionals especially ' -,e come
to expect a voice in decisions that affect them.
Adler questions the validity of saying that faculty
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associations have made any gains at all. He brings
forth data showing that organized and unorganized
faculties have abc.t equal voice in selected per-
sonnel and administrative areas.2 Of course, one
can always raise the issue of the unionized sector's
influence on the nonunion. However., the real dif-
ference between the organized and unorganized lies
in the source of the voice that has been gained.
Placing these rights in the contract definitely
moves them into the faculty association's camp.

Relation betwee; Extent of Rights Assertion and the
In: itutional and Demographic Variables

The reader of Chapter IV surely must have
observed some recurrent patterns. Certain insti-
tutional and demographic variables were frequently
associated with strong assertion of rights and
others with weak. Among these variables, size was
the most significant and region was second. Affil-
iation and institutional type were less clearly
related.

Interestingly, the relationship between our

independent variables and strength of faculty rights
was more pronounced in the two year sector nan in
the four year. This finding seems to indicate that
in the more complex four year institutions the
determinants cf bargaining gains are also more
complex.

In the four year sector, faculties established
the strongest controls in eastern public and private
schools. Region was the most important predictor
of personnel decision Lights for tenure, promotion
and nonrenewal, but in the case of appointment,
size was positively associated with greater faculty
control. In the two year sector, contract clauses
giving faculty members stronger voice were assoc-
iated with colleges in the east and west in which
enrollment and faculty size were large.

Large public schools in the east may seem to
occupy one extreme on the faculty rights scale and
smell public two or four year schools in the
miewest, the other. However, there are many
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nonquantifiable or less general variables that may
serve to upset such predictions in a particular
case, e.g., leadership quality or the political
support for unions in a given community.

The Agent

The relationships of faculty rights gains to

the identity of the bargaining agent is a matter of
considerable interest and speculation. Some are
considered powerful and others relatively weak.
However, these generalized reputations serve to
cloak substantial variations in performance. While
some agents were more clearly associated with strong
rights language than wel.e others, their performance
varied a great deal from one set of institutions to
another. It appeared that institutional and demo-
graphic variables served to inaibit or promote the
interests of particular agents on particular
campuses. In many cases, then, the identity of the
bargaining agent mattered less than the region,
affiliation or enrollment of the institution in
question as well as its status as either a four
year or a two year school.

The Contrast between Two Year and Four Year Schools.

The contrast between two year and four year
faculty rights achievements deserves c ment. The
two year means are lower for every area, but in
judging actual gains, one has to recognize that
pre-bargaining faculty rights in two year colleges
were much weaker than those in fouz year institu-
tions. Are we then looking at two quite different
sets of rights gains? After collective bargaining
began, the four year sector was occupied with
placing existing rights in the contractwhile the
two year sector, using the four ycar as a model,
was attempting to gain such rights. for the first
time.

\

Our data gave i.nc-iications that relations in the

two year sector were more polarized. Perhaps the
above facts provide the explanation. Two quite
different rights battles are taking place. In the
four year sector, the administration and the
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faculty are sorting out their respective rights,
while in the two year, the faculty association is
starting to :hip away at a bundle of rights formerly
securely held by the administration. The higher
assertion of management rights mean score in the
four year sector may well reflect the efforts of
administrators to bargain back some of the rights
that were weakened by pre-bargains ng shared
au':" ity.

States with Extensive Bargaining

We presented a special section on data for the
states in which extensive faculty bargaining
centered. These data revealed an inverse relation-
ship between extent of faculty rights and extent of
administration rights in the two year sector, but
not in the four year. This finding may reflect
once again what we perceived to be a greater polar-
ization In the two year sector.

Interestingly, this analysis also revealed that
within the same state the two year and four year
sectors can behave differently. For instance, a

state may rank relatively high on extent of faculty
rights in the two year sector and relatively_ low in
the four year sector and vice versa. These differ-
ences probably reflect for the four year s.:_ools,
the relative strength of the public and private
sectors, and for the two year group the support or
lack of support of strong unions in the primary and
secondary schools.

Sharing Authority: Managerial Attitudes and
Strategies

This research emphasized analysis of the
contracts produced by the parties. In addition, we
made an in >-depth interview survey to determine two
things*. 1) how the parties viewed the rights
sharing that was occurring via collective
bargaining, and 2) if and how the administrative
process was changing as a result of this kind of
sharing.

In response to our question about which
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administrative and personnel decisions should not
be shared with the faculty association, administra-
tors expressed rathe strong resistance to associa-
tion participatioa in these decisions. Even rela-
tively modest contractual provisions caused concern
becatse it was felt that it would be difficult t;
effectively limit further inroads.

Administrators generally were . tolerant of

sharing the bread and butter aspects of collective
bargaining with the association, items which involve
no debate ever principle. With regard to decisions
they positively would like to shag::, a number of
administrators said they would welcome contractual
provision for the association's policing. of its

members' performance, but the enthusiasm was nut
mutual.'

Some institutions have been wracked with fierce
struggles over which decision areas should and which
should not be shared. In asking hou such mr.jor
rights battles arose, we discovered that the main
cause appeared to be structural in nature. We were
able to identify three structural problems that
frequently served to promote confrontations.
Parties involved in various types of structural
imbalance need to have an awareness that these
imbalances may be the cause of debilitating rights
issues.

We found that the entire administrative
process, including strategy formation, decision-
making and management style, has been profoundly
affected by the coming of collective bargaining.
Administrators agreed that the placing of adminis-
trative and personnel matters in the agreement had
made the decision-making process more complex and
more time-consuming. On the positive side some
felt that institutional management has improved as
a result of having to face the test of collective
bargaining.

- Anticipating an onrush of association
pres'sures, administrators appeared to be moving
toward nonbargaihing strategies to maintain their
decision rights. Popular strategies centered on
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restructuring and reorganizing to achieve more
politically manageable units and greater control.
As a matter of fact a range of management strate-
gies emerged. Those- who selected nonbargaining
approaches engaged in what we called the "Run Past
Them" strategy designed to alter opportunities for
association control. Others established a policy
of toughaing up at the bargaining table. Some
aimed at recouping lost rights by refus!ng to give
anythilg 'rielout receiving something in return.
Othe7s simply determined to hold the line
defensively. However, the aggressive overtones in
all of these strregies foretell a promising future
for rights issues.

Our interview study reported views al,out the
sharing of authority which were often quite
extreme. When the parties discussed their situ-
ation, they frequently. seemed agitated. The
results of the contract analysis were mild by com-
parison. We have noted that this problem seems to
be endemic to interview based studies of academic
coilective bargaining. Is rhetoric simply inher-
ently stronger than reality---or are these views a

forewarning of things to cone? It is our belief
that the future could resemble either the rhetoric
or the present reality. The administration's
approach to the basically craft-type orientation of
the professoriate will be a crucial factor. This
craft-type orientation will be described in the
model that ,follows.

The Model

The conflict over faculty and administration
rights in the 1970's is an extension of an on-going
debate that began at the turn of the century.
There has never been a consensus concerning 2

proper role, duties and rights of faculty
administration in the Aoerican college and un.
city. Although institutional charters vested
absolute authority in the Board of Trustees, the
noted authors of pioneering works on university
administration were quick to concede that
faculty. would, by necessity, have a great deal to
say about the running of the institution. In times
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past the degree to which the faculty exercised
decision-making authority varied widely. Many
internal and external variables shaped the relation-
ship between the president and the professorite.
However, the limits, of faculty influence or of
professorial voice in administrative affairs were
never clearly defined. Both faculty and adminis-
tration claimed jurisdiction over similar prero-
gatives. This phenor.lenon lies at the core of all
rights controversies in higher education.

The historical roots of faculty-administration
relations in the United states can tell' us a great
deal about the events we ob'erve today. Those who
have not heeded the lessons of the past often seem
to draw their generalizations about faculty unionism
from what appears to be an approximation of the
industrial model.

A picture emerges of faculty members whose
decisions have become totally guided by principles
such as seniority and union. solidarity. Yet our
research has shown that faculty associations are
placing in the contract traditional professional
values and associated rights.

A craft union is a self-governing body that

exercises labor; market controls over its particular
acti ty. It ,takes responsibility for selecting,
training and evaluating its members and controlling
their movement on the career ladder. The craft sets
its own work rules and defines its jurisdiction as

the work which belongs exclusively to its members.
These are the craft union's rights. :hose who
traditionally ,deal with members of a given craft
count on them to both manage and perform their
work. In addition, traditional craft unions often
participate with management in joint study commit-
ter: for work-related problems.

We have seen the professoriate evolve froti

generalists to: specialists. As noted in Chapter'

II, this has been a marked trend in the profession.
As the: became specialists, professors developed
their cra't-like principles. As a,matter of fact,
colleges and universities, especially in the four
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year sector have relied on professors to manage
tiwir.craft concerns, and as they have done this,
professors have developed rights tlat stemmed from
this activity.

Craftsmen who work on project-type tasks
usually have the freedom to 71111 the: affair,, auto-
nomously. The contractor fo whom they work counts
on this. However, when craftsmen work in institu-
tions, as most professors do, the relationship with
the administrators who head the institution poses
some problems. The cause of these problems
frequently misstated. Observers anticipate a clash
of vie' points .becaus2 the craft o ltation is

often contrasted with that of the bureaucrat. In
reality, there are some marked similarities between
craftsman anu ')ureaucrats. 'Both stress universal
standards, specialization and evaluation of compe-
tence on the basis of perforMance. . Conflicts arise
not because of the differences but because of the
similarities.

As,$rofessorial specialists appeared, they soon
confronted another emerging group of specialists,
the aclademic administrators, who claimed respon-
siblity for some of the same functions. The inevi-
tablevljurisdictional disputes arose. Professors
organiied to defend and assert their rights.
Rumblings about the need for professors.' unions
were heard is the early 1900's, but no actio
followed. However, as favorable changes took place
in the environment, professors organized to
and assert rights. Unionization was a logical
result of craft orientation. Assertion of

- craft rights was the real stimulus for organization.
Economic issues clearly were net the primary cause.
ThiS is recisel qv rights Issues are so salient
to academic collective bargaining.

We have concluded that the craft union model is
consistent with traclitioncl professorial orientation
toward the workplace. The model fits the four year
sector more adequately than-the two year. However,
the two year sector holds the four year as a model
and has been moving in that direction.
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If we accept the craft model as the best repre-
sentation of faculty bargaining, the oft-heard
debate about professionalism vs. unionism becomes
me..mingless. If we mean by unionism, seniority
determined work rights, uniform procedures and

policies in the workplace and collective security,
then there is an obvious conflict with professional
values. However, the above is the industrial modal
of unionism, not the craft.

As craft-type unionists, professors have been
negotiating into contracts provisions that reflect
the professional-craft orientation. For example,
contracts do not specify standardized personnel

policies nor do they dispense with traditional aca-
demic criteria used to assess intellectual quality.

The great emphasis on moving strong tenure
language into the contract also affirms the craft
approach. The traditional argument, for tenure is
based on its support of academic freedom. But for
the professorial craft group, tenure is the keystone
of the craft's existence. Through the tenuring

process traditional craft controls can be exercised.
It is the equivalent of the hiring hall in the con-
s:ruction crafts. Without the tenuring process,

the professor is merely an employee with direct

relations to the administration. It is no accident

that tenure received the highest mean score for

faculty assertnn of rights in the four year sector.

Other evidence of craft-type behavior is noted
when units of law, dental, medical or allied health
professionals break away from the university-wide
faculty bargaining unit in order to maintain advan-
tageous salary differentials or-to control jurisdic-
tion and employment procedures in professional
schols.3

A number of hotly contested court cases have
arisen which also affirm the reality of the craft
model. A gdod azampie is the Yeshiva case.4 In

this dispute, the administration argued that

faculty members, 'by managing the work of their

craft, have rights as managers and therefore are
excluded from asserting rights as union members.
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The Future

What are the implication- of the ,:raft model

for the rights sues( of tt. future? We do not

foresee any pos,::_sility faculty associations

will move away from this mcie and toward the indus-

trial type.

Crafts ire known to flexible within their

own groups but rigid in toel: external relatir:Is.

They can L_ adantable, bo is not one of tneir

nrinne chart:ter:_3tics. ri :: raft employment condi-

:Lots and :.fight: are p nv for, the craft will

concern admir t =ring these.5 But

they ,,re tamerei wlr- if > say, ::enure systems a=

threatened; :10'" 1 apt to occur. Th3

group may rise c.a=end -s jurisdiction, and a

great veal -f zonpr:::,aut ,e activity could take

place. rxaits havetne a, to participate well

in the manaia:___ proceF3 of the relationship of

a =raft to -=7,7e =mmagen=a-:, w=1. which it deals can

some lest= utve Ile: parties focus on the

cf rleir re -(aLirivr rights to the neniect

the prablem that .-- trying to solve.

What, Caen, _rely future of 'he

craft-bureauc

_tion).5-,:_:? In :he xt ,,:ade higher education

_ inc: asinL prnduct oriented. Y..?.t,a

,antelt y=1l be ournt aew programs initiar=:.

a comr7.7.z,tive s-arc,1 mm-kets. Administratorx

wL.11 be Jaz:ming ra mat=t:rs the professoriat

c:nsiderF- be w:thin ::,:urisdiction and right'

Given -tie ?redominantl:k, : 'raft style of facu:

u7ionism ;:r: the nature of the prospective issult-

c: the Cyl_ s, a heated comtroversy over rights

almost ct_r:a in.

On tta basis of events far,_.we_can predirr

that r-,*hts issues in the z_redemic world will have

a different history from tnose in industry. While

it may not always be true, industrial issues tend

to be fa:.riy clear-cut. The parties test a matter

and accept the result. Academic issues are tougher,

more sukective. There is much more desire and

oppo-2.--- to ask for clarification, to reopen
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it4-.-Jes and ...71st the so tLat a matter need never
:"Ame to a F--i1 conclusion. In the academic world,
the righ..-:s Lanues of :oday most probably will live
cn as thE, nigats issus of tomorrow.
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APPENDIX A

THE VARIABLES

Independent Variables Code AssiF-:-=aJ

Regior

Agent

Size (enrollment)

Affiliation

Faculty Size

Institutional Type

Eas Midweg
Cen=ral, WE-

AP: AAUP, '°a IN

Merger

sno--

100-499S,5r

Public, Pr-

0-49, 5C-99, 1®D-149,

150 - 199.20 ' -2,99

300-499, SC,' -999:

1000+, not .

Research rmrtitins
I and 72) Iltnxt:-=a1

Granting 7. an4 II, Com-
prehensivf= 1111,ergities

V and ColleE-' and :I,
E. ALiberal. leges

I and II Lalized

Instituti



Dependent Variables

Long Range Planning

Retrenchment

Prxmotion

Appointment

Nonrenewal

Tenzre

Management Righ=

Code Assigned.

1 to 5

1 to 5-

1 to 5

1 to 5

1 to 5

1 to 5

1 to 5



Scaling Code

APPENDIX B

CONTRACT SCALING cons

Long Range Planning ause

Descriptive Cr_Lc-riT,

1 No mention a_ ___ause found _m

contract.

2

O

3

4

If the adminis-Tntion or boa7:

was mandated t )rovide or ma
available to 17.7.n union inform
tion the unior :night need 7

negotiation.

The degree to imi_ch the

association W23 involved
consultations t'Dr the right
consult) with the administrat:Icc
or board regarding budge.--

finance, etc, Consultaticn
rights.

Greater detail specifying facui:y
association rights in taking part
in long range planning decisions.
Guarantee of faculty association
right to be involved in decisions
regarding bndget of university.

5 , Association control over long

range pier:ding, or the facu_ty
-associationYs access to grievance
machinery if its proposals are

not heeded, ,or the extent to

which the administration had to

justify in writing rejection of
association proposals on planning.

This clause was rarely found 'in a specific

section of the contract. Instead, such information,
-appeared throughout the agreement. It was assumed
that any clause that awarded the faculty access to
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financial records and /or financial plaza could limit

the number of .realstic offers the ministration
could make at the negotiating tan1-1. In many
instances, the 61.-4ation to provide the associa-
tion with such infaimation (data that are often nat
known, unorganized or uncollected) puts an addi-

tional strain on the administration and limits

bargaining maneuverbility. The degree of faculty
association access L.:o such datal.the extent to which

the contract spec=fied ail kinds of data to be
supplied, and he =consequences for the administrm
tion if it did not provide proper i:formation were
taken into account = assigning codes.
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The Retrenchment Clause

Scaling Code Descriptive Criteria

1

4.

5

No mention of clause -found in

contract.

Retrenchment mentioned with only
one or two lines devoted to when,
how, or why faculty could be laid
off. Also falling in this cate-
gory.were contract, which, enumer-
ated specific faculty rights in

the event of retrenchment, i.e.,
recall lists, use of seniority,
transfer privileges, time of

notice, etc.

Consultation with association on
retrenchment policies and/or
procedures. More elaborate
listing of occupational safe-
guards and/or faculty rights in

the event of retrenchment.

Greater faculty control over
retrenchment 'policies and
procedures, greater consultation
rights, association has influence
in the determination of the need
to institute retrenchment. '

Faculty control over retrenchment
policies or specification of legal
recourse if the recommendations
of the association are not
followed. Specified occupational
safeguards iti the event of

retrenchment, i.e., transfer,
recall seniority, etc.
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Tenure Promotion .Nonrenewal'ad

Appointent Clauses

Scaling Code

2

DescriPtive Criteria

No mention of %clause found in

contract.

Bi.'ief discussion- of the topic but

nc mention of faculty rights

and /or responsiblities in the

determination nr control of such
policies.

Consultation with the administra-
'tion cn procedures and policies,
joint committees, etc.

,Z;

Greater faculty decision-making

authority ,iover these personnel

issues. Specification of faculty

rights re: committee decisions,

peer evaluatiOh; controls on

administrators should they ignore

faculty decisirs; appeal

procedures.

5 Faculty control over such person-.

nel actions.

When assigning codes to various clauses,

contractual language concerning the degree of

association control over peer evaluation and other

governance policies that could impinge upon

mangement's authority, were taken into. account. A

distinction was made between nonrenewq. of

nontenured or probationary faculty and disalissal

for cause. For the purpose of this study, cases
involving the latter issue were not examined. Such
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dismissal procedures usually appear in separate

clauses in the contract.

Of great importance, especially when scaling
promotion clauses, was the listing of criteria for
advancement. /f scholarly norms are the basis for
advancement, then professionals who can assess such
criteria have greater decision-making authority.
Requirement of advanced degrees or publications for
tenure limits managerial control in that people

without such qualifications cannot be promoted in
an arbitrary fashion. An important aspect of the
clause was the presence or absence of a stipulation
as to who was to assess the criteria: scholars or
administrators.

When contracts. simply stated that handbook

policies on. tenure, appointment, etc. were to be in
effect, .these statements were not accorded much
weight. When such procedures were specified'

clauses were.scaled at #2.



Scaling Code

Management Rights Clause

Dtsc;iptye Criteria

4

No mention of, clause in the

contract.

Reserved and/or retained rights

given/to the administration.

. Rights to the fullest extent al
authorized, however,. no specific
areas, duties or administrative
responsibilities stated..

'Greater-detail concerning manage-

ment prerogatives. Specific
duiies, tights, and responsibi-
;-lities.stated.

Detailed .language giving

management control oVer a wide
variety of-personnel policies and
the supervision and control of

all institutional policies..

Management rights claus9s used in industrial

contracts were compared to those found.in higher
education.agreements.

O

27

.108.
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Institution

THE INSTITUTIONS
Four-Year Institutions

Contract
Expiration

Agent Date

*Adelphi University (NY) AAUP 8/31/76
*Ashland College (OH) AAUP 8/14/74
*Bard College (NY) AAUP 6/30/74
*Bloomfield College (NJ) AAUP 6/30/77
Boston State College (MA) AFT 4/30/75
*Bryant College of

Business Admin. (RI) AFT 7/31/75
Cenitral Michigan Univ. (MI) NEA 6/30/77
City\University of New York (NY) NEA/AFT 8/31/75

*Columbia University
College of Pharm. (NY) AFT 6/30/76

*Detroit College of Bpsiness (MI) NEA 8/31/74
*Dowling'College,(NY) AAUP 8/31/75
Eastern MiChigan Univ. (MI) AAUP 8/31/76

*Fairleigh Dickinson Univ. (NJ) AAUP 8/31/76
Ferris State College (MI) NEA 6/30/75
Fitchburg State College (MA) NEA 6/30/76

*Franklin Pierce College (NY) AFT 9/01/75
*Hofstra University (NY) AAUP °8/03/76
Jamestown'College (ND) NEA 8/31/75

*Layton School. of Art
and Design (WI) AFT - 8/14/74

Lincoln University (PA) AAUP 6/30/75
*Loug Island University

(C.W. Post) (NY). AAUP 6/30/75
*Long Island University

(Brooklyn) (NY) NEA/AFT 8/31/77
*Loretto Heights College (COL) NEA 5/31/76
Lowell State College, (MA) AFT 6/30/76
Lowell 'Technical Instttute (MA) NEA. 6/30/76
MassachUsettsCollege of

_Onla0MthCPUege-.,(N

414611e8e:Pf:Art:'(.PA)
Nftbragica,..Stafe,,Ooltege(NE),

147,..terssi.04-leie of
Med.'and Dent. NjY



continued)

Institution

Contract

Agent Date

New Jersey Institute
of Technology (NJ)
New Jersey State College
System :MY

*New York Institute of

TeCh4Ology (NY) _'

North Adams State College (MA

Oaklanikpiiversity,(MI)
Petin.-StateC011ege and
Univ. Sp:item-(,PA)

*PolyteOhnic/4titute of

New York.(NY)
*Pratt Institute (NY)
*Regia4ollege (CO)

anollege (RI)
legt.(NJ) "::.

liams.College (RI)
iiiversiti (NJ).

alle .C011ege (MI)
t.SJohna University (NY)

SOUtheaster1=Massichusetts
University (MA)
Sdlitherld Oregon State Coll.

StateUniversity of
New York:(NY)

TemPle University (PA)
*The'Claremont Colleges (CA)

Marine

BridgeOrt (CT)
'Delaware OE)
Dubuque:
Dubuque Seminary
Guam (GUAM)

University of Hawaii (HA)
UniVersity. of Rhode Island (RI)

*University,of Scranton (PA)
*Wagner College (NY)
Wayne State University (NI)

Worcester State College (MA)

Youngstown State Univ. (OR)

Ind.

AFT

AAUP
NBA.

AAUP

U.S. Merchant
Academy (NY)

*University-of
University of
'University,of

university of
University of

(OR)

AAUP
NBA /AFT

AAUP
AFT
AAUP
:NSA
'.AAUP

NBA
AAUP.

AFT--
NEkr.

6/30/76

6/30/76

6/30/76
6/30/76,
6/30/75

8/31/77

5/31/76
8/31/75
,8/15/77

6/30/75
8/31/76
6/30/75

6/30/75'
6/30/75

6/77

NBA /APT :

AAUP .

OPEIU

NEA /AFT.

AAUP
AAUP
NEA
NEA
AFT
NEA/AAUp.
AAUP

AAUP

AAUP
AFT
NSA

6/30/76
6/30/77

6/30/76 :.

6/30/76

1969

8/31/75
6/30/75
8/11/76
8/31/76
3/21/76
6/30/77
6/30/75
8/31/74
8/31/77
6/30/76
4/30/75
6/30/75



APPENDIX C (continued)

Two-Year Institutions

Expiration

Contract

Institution Agent Date

Adirondack Comm. College (NY) ACCF 8/31/74
Alpena Comm.College (MI) NEA 8/18/74
Atlantic Comm. College (NJ) NEA 6/30/76
Auburn Comm. College (NY) ACCF 6,/30/75
Bay de Noc Comm. College (MI) NEA 8/20/75
Belleville Area College (IL) AAUP 9/74
Bellevue Comm. College (WA) NEA 9/03/77
Bergen Comm. Colle% (NJ) NEA 6/30/76
Big Bend Comm. College (WA) NEA 6/75
Bristol Comm. college (WI) AFT 6/30/73
Brookdale Comm. College (NJ) NEA 6/30/76
Broome Comm. College (NY) NEA /AFT. 8/31/75
Bucks County Comm. Coll.. (PA) AFT 8/15/75
Burlington County College (NJ) NEA 6/30/75
Butler County Comm. Jr. Coll.(KS)NEA 7/31/75
Camden County College (NJ) AFT 6/30/75
Centralia College (WA) NEA 6/30/76
Charles Stewart-Mott
Comm. College (MI) NEA 8/15/75
Chemeketa Comm. Colleg (OR) NEA 6/30/75
City Colleges of Chicago (IL) AFT 6/30/75
City University of New York (NY) NEA/AFT 8/31/75
Clackamus Comm. College (OR) NEA 6/30176
Clinton Cobra. College (NY) ACCF 8/31/76
College of.Lake County (IL) AFT , 5/31/76
Columbia-Green Comm. Coll. (NY) NEA/AFT 8/31/76
Comm. College of Allegheny.
County (PA) AFT 8/25/77
Comm.College of Baltimore (MD) AFT 6/30/75
Comm. College of Beaver
County (PA) NEAt, 8/31/74

Comm. College of Finger
Lakes (NY) ACCF 8/31/75

Comm. College of
Philadelphia (PA) AFT 8/31/75

county College of Morris (NJ) Ind. 8/h/76
Cumberland County College (NJ) JTEA .; 6/30/76
Dutchess Comm. College (NY) NEA/AFT' 8/31/75



APPENDIX C (continued)

Institution

Contract
Expiration

Agent Date

Eau Claire Technical Inst. (WI) AFT 12/31/74

*Endicott Jr. College (MA) NEA 9/01/76

Erie Comm. College (NY) Ind. 12/31/72

Essex County College (NJ) NEA 8/30/75

*Fairleigh Dickinson Univ. (NJ) AAUP 8/31/76

Fashion Institute of
Technology (NY) NEA/AFT 8/31/75

Ft. Steilacoom Coras.'a

College NA) NEA 6/75

Fox Valley Technical Inst. (WI) NEA 8/30/75

guitnin Montgomery Comm.

College (NY) ACCF 8/31/76

Gsrden City Comm, Jr.
College (KS) NEA 6/75

Gateway Technical Inst. (WI) NSA 6/30/75

Genesee Comm. College (NY) ACCF 6/77

Glen Oaks Comm. College (MI) NSA 8/21/75

Gloucester County Comm.

College (NJ) 6/30/77

Gogebic Gomm- College (MI) 8/24/74

*Grahm Junior College (MA) 6/30/75

Grind Rapids Junior

`College (MI) Ind. 8/30/77

Green River Comm. College (WA) AFT 6/30/74

Henry Ford Comm. College (14I) AFT 8/31/75

Highland Comm. College (IL) AFT '8/20/75

Highline Cmmn. College (WA) NEA 7/01/75

Hillsborough Comm. College (EL) NSA 9/17/75

Hudson: Valley Comm: Coll. (NY) ACCF 8/31/76

Hutchinson Comm. Jr. Coll. (KS) NEA 6/30/75

Illinois Valley Comm. Coll. (IL) AFT 8/76

Jackson C0161014 College (MI) NEA 8/01/75

Jamestown Comm. College (NY) ACCF 8/31/75

Jefferson Comm. College (NY) ACCF 8/31/75

Joliet Junior College'(IL) AFT 8/31/75

Kalamazoo Valley Comm. Coll.(MI) NA 8/15/75

K.C. Kansas Community
Junior College (KS) NSA 6/30/75

Kellogg Commc College (MI)) NEA 8/15/.74

Kirtland Comm. College (MI) NEK 6/30/77

Labette Comm. Jr. College (KS). NEA 6/75
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APPENDIX C (continued)

Institution

Lakeland Coml. College (IL)

Lakeshore Technical Inst. (WI)
Lane Comm. College (OR)
Lansing Comm. College (MI)
Lehigh County COMM. C011. (PA)
Lower Columbia College (WA)
Luzerne County Comm. Coll. (PA)
Macomb County Comm. Coll. (MI)

Madison Area Tech. Coll. (WI)
Maine Vocational Tech.
Institute (ME)

*Marymount College (VA)
Massasoit Comm. College (MA)
Mercer County Comm. Coll. (NJ)
Middlesex County Coll. (NJ)
Mid-Michigan Comm. Coll. (MI)
Mid-State Technical Inst. (WI)
Miles Community College (MI)
Milwaukee Area Tech. Coll. (WI)
Minnesota State Junior
College System (MN)
Mohawk Valley Comm. Ooll. (NY)

Monroe Comm. Coll. (NY)
Monroe County Comm. Coll. (MI)

Montcalra Comm. Coll. OW
Moraine Park Tech. Inst. (WI)
Moraine Valley Comm. Coll. (IL)
Morton College (IL)
Mt. Wachusett Comm. Coll. (MA)
Muskegon Comm. Coll. (MI)
Nassau County/Comm. Coll. (NY)
Nassau County Comm. Coll.
Adjuncts _(RY)

Niagara County Comm. Coll. (NY
N.C. Technical Inst. (WI)
Northeast Wisconsin Tech.

Institute (WI)
Maklandi'COMM. C011. (MI)
Ocean County College (NJ)
Olympic College (WA)
Olympic Voc. Tech. Inst. (WA)

Contract
Expiration

Agent Date

NEA 1/10/75

NEA 6/30/75
NEA 6/30/77
NEA 9/14/75
NEA 8/75

NEA 6/30/75
NEA 8/25/74
Ind. 8/19/77
AFT 6/30/75

NEA 6/30/75
NEA 5/30/76
NEA 6/30/74
NEA 6/30/76
AFT 6/30/76
NEA 8/22/73

NEA 8/25/75
Ind. 1975

AFT 6/30/75

NEA 6/30/75

AEA/AFT 8/31/75
NEA/AFT 8/31/76
NEA 6/30/75

NEA 8/15/75
NEA 6/30/75
AFT 6/30/74

AFT 8/31/73
NEA 6/3Q/75
NEA 8/13/74

,NEA/AFT 8/31/74

NEA /AFT 8/31/76
Ind. 8/31/75,

NEA 6/30/73

8/23/75
8/31/75
8/31/75
6/30/76'

5/08/77



(continued)
Contract
Expiration

Date

OnOnda:za Comm. 'Coll. (NY) NEA /AFT 8/31/74

Orange County Comm. Coil. (NY) ACCF 8/31/76

Passaic:County .Comm. Coll. (NJ) NEA 6/30/76

Protland Comm: Coll-. -(0R) AFT 6/30/77

Prairie State College (IL) AFT 6/75

Rhode Island' Jr. Coll. (RI) NEA 6/30/75

Rockland Comm., r,o11. (NY) NEA/AFT 8/31/75

St.:. Clare County Comm. Coll:(MI) NEA ., 8/74

Sauk Valley College (IL) NEA 6/30/76

Schenectady County Comm.

College' (NY) ACCF 8/31/75

SchOol'Craft'Comm. Coll. '(MI ), NEA 4/23/76

Seittle;Co#1. Coll. (WA') \ AFT 6/15/74

Shoreline" Comm. Coll. (WA) "AFT 6/30/75

Skagit Va/leY CO11. WA) 'MA 6/30/74

Somerset, COunty, Colic (NJ) - AFT 8/24/75
6/75Southwestern Mich

SOuthwestern Oreg
COI. (OR)
State University
Suffolk County Co

An coo..(m) 'NEA
comm.

AFT
NY:.' (NY) .NEA/AFT:

611.,(NY):',.14EA/AFT

Tacoma Comme.Coll. (WA)
Thornton Coma. Coll. (IL)
Triton College (IL)
Ulster County Comm. Coll.
*Union College -(NJ)
University of Alaska (AL) AFT 6/30/76

University of Hawaii (MA) NEA/AAUP 6/30/77

Washington Tech. Inst. (D.C.) AFT P9 / 15 / 7 3

Washtenaw Comm. Coll. (Ml).` 8/31/75

Waubonsee Comm. Coll,. (IL) ',AFT' -6/10/75

Waukesha County Tech. Inst.(WI)' NEA ,7/31/74

'Wayne County-Comm. Coll. (MI) AFT 8/31/74

Wenatchee Valley Coll. (WA) NEA 4/75

Westcheiter Comm. Coll. (NY) 'NEA/AFT 831/76

Western Wisconsin Tecb:' Inst.(WI)Ind. 6/30/75

Westmoreland County. Comm.
Coll. (PA) NEA

Westshore 'Comm. Coll, -(MI) -

Williamsport Area Comm. CoIl.(PA)NEA

.Yakima Valley Coll. (WA) AFT
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APPENDIX' D

THE AGENTS

The American. Federation of Teachers

In senior colleges the AFT is associated with

large comprehensive public institutions in the

east. This agent is seldom selected by professors
at liberal arts colleges. In the two-year sector
the AFT is identified with larger enrollments and
larger faculty size throughout, the nation.

The National Education Association.

An equal number of faculties in public and

private four-year institutions have ctiosen the NEA

to represent them. This organization tends to be
selected by faculties in comprehensive schools in
the east and mid -west. The NEA also is found in
smaller community colleges in the mid-western and
central states.

The American. Association of University Professors

The AAUP,' is usually the agent elected by

faculties in larger prestigious public and private
schools in, the east. Faculties in &electie
liberal arts colleges and private two-year schools
Also choose the AAUP. .

Independent Agents

senior colleges the, independent agents are

located primarily in specialized public schools.

Often these institutions are of medium size and

located-in the east. Two-year faculties who elect
independent agents are generally located in .larger

eastern institutions.

palitions of bargaining agents are found in

very , large., four-year and two-year institutions in

he east. Mergers are also found in private

rehensive colleges with smaller enrollments.
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